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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 18. The;
Kiev, Sept. 18. The Russian X
Dodge City. Kans.. Sept. 18. Ed- Tradesmen's Trust Company, with aj$ premier, M. Stolypln. succumbjmond H. Madison, representative from j
capital of $500,000, and deposits,
ed to his wounds which he rethe Seventh Kansas District in Con- when the last report was made, of
ceived when he was shot by
grtss, died at the breakfast taDie at
$1,328,000, closed its doors this mornDmitry Bogroff at the Municihis home here today.
ing. Peter Boyd, a well known attorpal theater last Thursday night.
Congressman Madison had not been
ney is president, having succeeded the
in good health for a year, being a sufSamuel
H. Ashbridge in
late Mayor
no
the office, when the latter died. The
Kiev, Russia, Sept. 18. The condi- ferer from stomach trouble, but at
company issued a statement in part tion of Premier Stolypln this evening time had his condition been alarming.
as follows: "The institution is solv- i3 considered almost hopeless.
His Biography.
The
ent. Its assets, properly administer- heart is unable to withstand the drain
Edmond H. Madison ( Republican,
ed will pay its entire indebtedness of the Internal
hemorrhages. Since of Dodge City, was born at Plymouth,
and leave a surplus for its stockhold- he was shot his condition has been
ill., December 18, 1865; was educated
'
ers.
good until yesterday when peritonitis in the common schools of Illinois, and
Bank Fails.
,, Cincinnati
The Jews are departing at the age of 18 years began teaching
developed.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 18. The from the city preciptously in fear of school; in 1885 moved to Wichita,
h
Metroplitan Bank & Trust Company
riots. Cossacks with load- Kans., and began study of law in the
closed its doors today, on order of ed rifles
office of G. W. C. Jones, and was adpatrol the streets.
of
Ohio.
the state banking department
mitted to practice in 1888; in the same
The bank, which was organized six
was elected county attorney of
MEN BURIED IN
THREE
year
years ago, has capital stock amountMORNING STAR SHAFT. Ford county, Kans., and served two
Its tdtal resources
ing to $110,000.
terms; was appointed judge of the
are $932,000 and its deposits about
Cave-i- n
thirty-firs- t
Leadville
at
Another
Destroys
judicial district of Kansas,
$750,000. Of the deposits $125,000 are
1, 1900, wu.ch position he held
Hope of Rescuing the Miners
city and county funds which are guarWho Are Alive.
until September 17, 190C, when he reanteed.
(Br Special Leased Wire to T?w Mexican) signed to become a candidate for ConLeadville, Colo., Sept. IS. Hope of
gress; was married December 12, 190C,
INSURANCE MANAGER
recovering the three miners entomb- to Miss Lou Vance, of Oklahoma City;
WANTED IN CALIFORNIA, ed in the Morning Star shaft was
was elected to the Sixtieth Congress,
dashed today when another cave-iConto the Sixty-firs- t
end
Arrested in Colorado Springs After occurred. Tnis will delay tne rescue
to
20,315
21,460
votes,
gress,
receiving
hours.
The
Being Followed Through Almost
work for twenty-four- ;
for Samuel I. Hale, Democrat, 1,419 for
Every State.
prisoners are still in communication J. N. Brown, Socialist, and 893 for
with the surface through 300 feet of
R. Ross, Prohibitionist.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
pipe, with nothing excepting Harry
Wife Clasped Arms About Him.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 18.
blanks. They are in good spirits, desAndrew F. MacFarland, wanted in pite the cold of which they have comMr. Madison was attacked while
San Francisco on charges of embezzle- plained since the crumbling of the eating with his wife. His wife hastment, involving it Is said, more than rotten timbers, last Saturday night. ened to aid him, but he died almost
$10,000 is under arrest here. Califor- They talked frequently with their instantly her arms clasped about him.
nia .authorities have been looking for wives today. Mrs. Cask!, wife of one He did not utter a word after the first
him for seven months and he has been of them, gent down the" following attack. A physician
reached the
followed through almost every state note: "Dear Fred Cheer up and be house in a few minutes but death had
in the Union. MacFarland, who was happy. We are on top, baby and I, preceded him. The cause was given
at a local hotel, with his wife, when doing everything to get you out Don't as heart disease.
oc
arrested, said he was formerly mana- be discouraged!" Today's cave-i.An Active Insurgent.
ger of a Pacific Coast Insurance Com- curred 40 feet below the original one
Mr. Madison's two daughters are In
pany. '
Entombed Miners Safe.
Washington, D. C. No steps toward
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 18.
Leadville, Colo., Sept 18. At noon the funeral arrangements will be tak
The warrant charging embezzlement, the prospects were
.,the entombreMacFarland ed miners would b6 reatSed this after en before tomorrow. During the
upon which .Andrew
cent session of Congress he had taken
was arrested ..yesterday- in Colorado noon
of
the
statement
to
according
an active part in the reciprocity de
Springs, was sworn to In San Fran- State Mine Inspector Curley following bates.
He was a member of the labor
cisco on March 23, by Ethel C. Groom, an
inspection of the shaft and the committee. He was also a member
Miss
wife.
MacFarland's former
progress of the rescue work. Curley of the special committee which inGroom charges MacFarland with hav- stated that a wall
plate had become
ing taken $10,000 belonging to her lodged at the second level, 225 feet vestigated Secretary Ballinger of the
interior department.
from a safety deposit box here.
from the surface, blocking the shaft
Opposed Ballinger.
and catching all the debris 'from the
Immediately.
On September 7, 1910, when the
123
cave-ito
where
the
feet
and
from
to
to
Groom's
Miss
According
story
Ballinger-Pincho- t
investigation comIm- the men are entombed in a drift, the
the policec, MacFarland
in
at Minneapolis,
was
session
mittee
Is
being
mediately after securing his divorce shaft is clear. The debris
from her, having in his possession removed rapidly and as soon as the Congressman Madison voted with the
at the time a key to the safety deposit wall plate Is reached, the cable will Democratic members of the commit
a resolution providing
box. She said that when she went to be attached and will be pulled up the tee in favor of
for the removal of Secretary Ballinshaft.
get the money, she found it had been

.
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DENVER BRAKEMAN KILLED
AT LARAMIE, WYOMING.
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immediately after the trust decisions
were handed down by the supreme
court, Senator LaFoliette spread on Serious Disturbances Have Oc
the public records a quotation from
curred in Spanish City of
one of the President's messages as
-1220,000 People
being at variance with the "rule ol
reason" laid down by the court.
'The President asserted that his (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
views as expressed in the message Madrid, Sept. 18. A general strike,
were in exact accord with, the dec! which has behind it revolutionary sup
port has broken out at Valencia, a
sions. .'V:
maritime city, of Spain, 197 miles
Downpour of Rain.
Mr. Taft, reached Detroit early to- southeast of Madrid. Martial law has
day after an all night's ride from been declared and the, streets are oc
Erie, Pa, He left his train in a down cupied by troops. The telegraph wires
pour, but while breakfasting at the are out of Valencia have been cut. .,
Detroit club, the clouds began to give Just before, communication with the
way and there was a promise of sun city was broken off, it was reported
shine for the outdoor events on the that serious disturbances had occurred.'.
The population of Valencia is. about
"

-

'

220,000.

REQUISITION
CAMPAIGN IN CANADA
IS WAXING WARM.

Under Arrest at Denver He Is Wanted
at Benjamin, Texas, for Breaking Jail.

Are Scheduled for Speeches
Right Up to Date of Election .'

Leaders

(Br Special Leased Wire to NeW Mexican)
Laramie, Wyo., Sept. 18. W. F. Malone, wanted at, Benjamin, Texas, for
selling mortgaged property, breaking
jail, and locking up the jailer, who
was arrested here a few days ago, this
morning filed a motion for a writ of
habeas corpus in the district court
SAMUEL ADAMS,
and will; fight ; requisition.- Sheriff
Acting Secretary. Britton of Benjamin, is here with
warrant for Malone, and requisition
CHICAGO AMERICAN TAKES
papers are expected this afternoon.
ONE FROM PHILADELPHIA. The writ is returnable September 20
Wew Mexican')
(By Special Leuert Wire to
Philadelphia, Sept. 18. Chicago r,
More Exhibits An Italian squash
Philadelphia 3.
rajsed by Mrs. Thomas Parsons and
a fine large cabbage grown by Charles
PRESIDENT ESTRADA OF.
J. Parsons are among the new exhibits
ILL.
SERIOUSLY
ECUADOR
New
to
Mexican) in the U. S. Bank and Trust Co.'s win
(By Special Uued Wire
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Sept 18. Pres- dows. The squash measures forty in
ches.
ident Estrada Is seriously ill.
-

-

office.

Body Badly Mangled by Freight Train
Which Ran Over Him He Was
Aged 31 Years.
RAIDED
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
18.
Arthur
Laramie, Wyo., Sept.
Thompson Moss, 31 years of age,
wife is believed to reside in Farmers
Along Rio Grande
General Strike Which Was whose
Denver, was Killed by a irelght train
Band
west of here this morning, his body
Together for Self"
Brought on by Revolu-badly, mangled. He was formerly
Protection
tionary Agitation
a brakeman at Denver and left here
in the night for the west The coro
ner has taken charge of the body.
COAHUIUELECTIQN ON SUNDAY
TELEGRAPH WIRES ARE CUT
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W. F. MALONE IS
FIGHTING
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New Mexican)
Governor Mills has appointed Will-la- (By Special Leased Wire to18.
President
Detroit, Mich., Sept.
C. Lawrence of Roswell, Chaves
luncheon with the board of
a
at
Taft,
county, a notary public.
commerce here today, made the first
For the Treasury.
of what may be termed the political
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero speeches of his six weeks tour of the
has received the sum of $2,000 from country. He took up the "trusts" and
Cleofes Romero, warden. of the peniclearly outlined his views concerning
tentiary for convicts' earnings 'and $1 them. He defended with vigor the de
from Game and Fish Warden Thomas cisions of the United States supreme
P. Gable.
court in the Standard Oil and Tobacco
Mounted Police Matters.
Trust cases and there was a distinct
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk has
campaign note in Mr. Taft's challenge
arrested Charles Herrera, Juan Mar- to his ancient political enemy, Will
tinez and Tomas Martinez on the iam Jennings Bryan, to point out what
charge of being drunk at Chama. He particular contract or restraint of
also arrested Frank Chacon at Chama trade he would condemn which would
on the charge of wife beating. He was not be condemned within the defini
.
released under $200 bail.
tion of the statute as laid down by
Many Teachers Coming.
Mr. Chief Justice White.
has
education
of
The department
Mr. Taft added "rather significantly
received word that many teachers will that persons who do not understand
be here for the educational associa the decisions and
really do not under
tion convention November 16. San stand the law, have had a great deal
50
Otero
send
will
teachers;
Miguel
to say about them. It was not fair
15, Bernalillo 75, and 20 from the city to the court, he declared to say that
The department is pre it had read the word "reasonable" into
of Roswell.
poring a circular letter to the teach the
t
statute.
ers of Santa Fe and Santa Fe county "I am
opposed to an amendto meet here iSaturday to make ar ment of entirely
t
the
law," said the
rangements for entertaining
is now a valuable gov"It
President
who will be here three days. ,
ernment asset and instrument. TestNow in Good Shape.
ed and brought intobenencIal use by
Commissioner twenty years of litigation and conDeputy Insurance
Peter M. A. Lienau has received a struction by the highest court, why
letter from" T. B. Hanley, president should we imperil its usefulness by
"
of the Modern Brotherhood of Ameri- experiments?"
ca at Des Moines, Iowa, stating that
Cheers for Taft.
"
A crowd of several hundred persons
"on October 1, 1911, all insurance business of his company will he written gathered In the Tain at the station and
on rates adequate and which 'were there was a cheer as the presidents
adopted for the National Fraternal automobile whisked by.
Mr.
Taft Was Once Newspaperman.
Congress Table of Mortality.
Hamley aids: "We now can look ev- "At the breakfast, where the president was entertained by Milton A.
ery person in the face."
and fifty more newspaper editors
Grant Has Gain.
of
Traveling Auditor John Joerns has and proprietors, he spoke briefly
received the tax roll from Grant Coun- his former connection with newspaper
in Cincinnati.
ty which shows a gain of $92,980 over work
'' "I am starting on a long trip, gentlelast year. This year's roll is $4,243.-33The items of increase, are nota- men," said Mr. Taft, "and I ask your
prayers both for my mental and physibly: Agricultural lands $6,220;
J5.945: grazing lands, cal welt being. This trip, I may say,
$12,705; ".' improvements, t $23,820;! was not entered into malice aforemines, value of products, $14,170; thought. Some times when I contemshares of stocks in banks, $6,550. plate it, I hold my breath. But, being
Among the items in the decrease col- in, I am going through with it"
Senator Smith Joins Party.
umn are horses, $12,565; cattle, $51,'
' Senator William Alden
Smith joined
850; goats, $11,410.
Names Delegates.
the president's party today and will
The governor has named the follow- make most of the trip through Michiing delegates to the Nineteenth Irri- gan.
gation Congress which meets in ChiGrange Boycotts Taft.
cago December 5 to 9:
Following breakfast, the president
W.
William H. Bartlett, Vermejo;
was taken by" special trolley to Pon-tiaR. E.
S. Hopewell,
Albuquerque;
where he was scheduled to make
Twitchell, Las Vegas; E. McQueen a brief address before returning to the
Antonio B. Tru-jill- state fair
Gray, .Albuquerque;
grounds to assist in opening
Arroyo Seco; Alexander McPher-son- , the annual
exjbition there. Two of
PenasRoswell; Ramon Sanchez,
the smaller granges of the state' boyDavid
co; Willard E. Holt, Deming;
cotted the fair this year because of the
Martinez, Jr., Velarde; J. M. Cunning-nam- , invitation "extended to the presidents
East Las Vegas; William basing their action on the
president's
French, French; W. Goff Black, Aztec; reciprocity campaign.
H. R. Parsons, Fort Sumner; Oscar
Socialistic Agitation.
Snow, Las Cruces; Charles D. Miller,
The outcry for amendments followLas Cruces.
ing the supreme court's decision, the
State to Pay Expenses.
President said, had resulted in pro
Jaffa
Nathan
Territorial Secretary
without a real under
has' received the following letter posals prepared
of the law and" he added that
standing
which is self explanatory:
while the agitation might serve the
Department of the Interior.
purpose of promoting "unreasonable
1911.
J4,
September
and unreasoning discontent, it certain
Mr. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of New
ly ought not to be considered seri
Nl
M.
Mexico, Santa Fe,
Sir On August 29. 1911, you ad- ously."
Mr. Taft referred to the fact that
dressed a communication to the de-

'

CHICACD

.

Was

on Thursday.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ampliOttawa, Ont, Sept. 18.-rfied schedules taken up today by
leaders Laurier and Borden, as well as
by practically every other political
speaker in the Dominion, it was evident that neither side Intended to
slacken the pace in the strenuous campaign which is to settle the fate of

the reciprocity agreement. ',
After speaking in a nearby town
this afternoon Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
will return here to speak tonight The
premier's speeches tomorrow will be
in Montreal and the day before elec
tion he is to address several meetings
in Quebec province. Mr. Borden, the
opposition leader had his time filled
ln Nova Scotia.
,
,

7e-in- g

CHALLENGE FOR AUSTRALIAN
HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

Bt Special

Leased Wire to New' Mexican)
Sydney, Australia, Sept. 18. The
heavyweight championship of Australia was wrested from "Bill",- - Lang
ty Jack Lester, the American boxer,
may change hands again before September is over. Articles were signed
today for a match on the 30th between Lester and Sam McVea, the
Calif ornian. McVea hopes for a knockout.

Maderista

Legislature

Governor.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mission, Texas, Sept. 18. Bands of

armed Mexicans attacked American
ranches in the Lower Rio Grande VaV
ley today, taking all horses in sight.
A band of twenty visited Tabasco
ranch, near Sam Fordyce, last night
and took 25 horses. News was wired
to Mission and all farmers and ranchXXXXXXXXSXXXXXXX men quickly gathered their stock
St CAHOON DEFEATS CHAVES X while armed men kept watch over the
COUNTY INSURGENTS.
herds all night A guard of thirty men
camped last night on the ranch of RaEffort to Inject Prohibition
mon Vala, a few miles amove MisQuestion la Unanimously
sion. Raids are reported in the Hidal" Defeated. '
go neighborhood.' The raids are atthe primaries at Roswell
tributed to .followers of Magon, the
Lower California revolutionist.
Saturday, Edward A. Cahoon,
Coahulla Election Quiet.
organization leader, defeated
the Insurgent Republicans, only
Eagle Pass, Texas, Sept 18. The
three delegates of the latter beelections in Coahulla, Mexico passed
ing named to tbe county conquietly yesterday. Senor uerranza it
vention. At South Springs,
believed to have been elected governor and it seems crtain that a Madr-ist-a
however, Herbert J. Hagerman
was named as a delegate. E. A.
legislature was elected.
'Cahoon and : the Republican
stalwarts will control the coun-- .
FIRE DESTROYING BIG
OIL STORAGE TANKS.
ty convention. The delegation
to Las Vegas will be instructed
for Nathan Jaffa for governor.
Loss Thus Far Between Los Angelas
A resolution presented to, the
and Vernon Amounts to Half
Million Dollars.
committee by R. E. Lund, ask(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ing the nominating committee to
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept 18. Nine
only choose delegates to the
immense storage tanks of oil have
county convention who are fa--,
been destroyed and firemen are fightvorable and who would give
ing today to save several others from
support to measures looking to
a fire which started last night at the
and providing for the suppression of all traffic in Intoxicat- jH Hercules Oil Refining Company's plant
ing liquors into Chaves county jc between Los Angeles and Vernon The
was unanimously rejected, i
glloss so far totals half a million do!
lars.
ft 3S S X X X S S S S X S X X X
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THE NEW MEXICO

BADLY BROKEN

MNTIS

With James Peaks 13,000 Feet and More
High Easily Climbed and
tinental PrizeLittle Known.

Competing

J. Ward For Transcon-

-

'.

193

GAMBLING ABOVE

SEROUS TUMBLE

DEAD

Grant Gounty Tax Roll Shows Opposed to Any Amendment Was Organized Six Years Ago Jews Fleeing in Terror Fearing Was One of Leaders of Progresand Had City and County
That Would Imperil Victories
Reprisals on Premier's
sives In Kansas and Opposed
Gain of $92,980 Over
Funds.
Thus
Death.
Far.
Gained
to Ballinger.
Last Year.

partment requesting to" be : advised
whether the unexpended balance of
the appropriation of $100,000 made by
section 17 of the act of June 20, 1910,
(36 State. 568) could be used in whole
or in part for defraying the expenses
of the elections of the first state officers of New Mexico and voting on
a proposed amendment to the constitution approved August 21, 1911; also
whether said unexpended balance
.could be used to defray the costs of
-.printing and distributing the proclamation of the governor of New Mexico fixing the date of the first state
'
election. '
On September 8,, 1911, your letter
was forwarded to the comptroller of
the treasury with request for an opinion upon the questions presented
therein.
The' department Is in receipt of a
report from the .comptroller dated
September 11, 1911, a copy of which
Is enclosed for your information in
which he holds that the unexpended
balance of the appropriation mentioned is NOT available for any part
now
. of the expenses of the election
proposed to be held, or for the payment ottbe expense Incurred In print-I- n
and distributing, the proclamation
of the governor of New ' Mexico fixing the date of the first state election.
Tery respectfully,;'

ES

T

V IAT0R

MADISON

V.

Tradesmen's Trust Company His Heart Unable to With. Insurgent Congressman Suc- C. P. Rodgers Crashes Into Eight Thousand Participants
In Pool For Betting on .
Tree and Has Narrow Esstand Drain of Internal
cumbs to Heart Disease
of Philadelphia, SusFrom
Death
Baseball
at Breakf east Table
cape
Hemorrhages
pends Bueiness

e
Original $100,000 Appro- Challenges His
Political Enemy William"
priation Not Availabe Say
Jennings Bryan
Comptroller
NAMES

S

TWO BANKS

CAMPAIGN NOTE

ELECTION COSTS

- GOVERNOR

NEW 'MEXICAN

WW

-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Middietown, X. Y., Sept. IS. In at-

tempting to resume his flight to the
Pacific coast this morning, C. P. Rodg-- ;
ers crashed into a tree and fell with
his aeroplane 35 feet to the ground
The air man received several scalp
wounds, not serious, however, but his
machine was wrecked so badly that he
probably will be unable to fly until
tomorrow. Rodgers stuck to his seat,
during the plunge, but was thrown
out when the machine hit the ground
and caught under one of the wings,
just escaping being crushed to death
by the heavy engine.
At first it was though he was badly
hurt, but after a physician dressed
his wounds he went back to the scene
of the accident and worked with his
helpers ascertaining the amount of
the damage. After' the first inspection he said that if the engine could
be repaired the other broken parts

from duplicates in
his special train. Rodgers landed here
at '6:10 o'clock yesterday evening, after making his first day's flight from
Spearhead bay, about SO miles, in
?
If
minutes.
one hour and
all went well today he had hoped by
Tuesday to pass his competitor, Jas.
J. Ward, who is delayed at Oswego, N.
Y., by an accident last Saturday.
Rodgers Returns to New York.
Middietown. N. Y., Sept. 18. Realizing the helplessness of his machine,
Rodgers, said he would return to Newi
York tonight, and make another start
in a new aeroplane.
Will Have New Machine.
Middietown, N. Y., Sept.
Rodgers received telegrams which led
him to say that he hoped to be able
to resume his journey from here on
Wednesday with practically a new
machine.
Ward Flying Again.
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 18. With his
new engine working splendidly, James
J. Ward, the young coast to coast
flyer, made a successful
from here at 10:42 today. Ward excould be supplied

flfty-thre-

lS.'-'La- t'er,

get-awa- y

pects to Teach Brantford, Canada, tonight
Flies Over Elm Ira.
Elmira, N. Y., Sept. 18 James J.
Ward, on his coast to coast flight, flew
over Elmira at 11:15 this morning,
having left Oswego 36 miles away, at
1045. He did not stop here.
Takes Lunch at Corning.
Corning, Sept. 18 Ward arrived
here at il:51 this morning, landing in
a field north of this city. First he cir.
cled over the business section of the
town, flying high. He remained for
.

luncheon.
Will Stay at Corning.
Corning, N. Y., Sept. 18. Ward will
not resume his flight until tomorrow.
GENERAL CARYL PRYCE
FIGHTING FOR LIFE.
(By Special Leased Ytrire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 18. De
feated in several preliminary moves,
based on technicalities that were
swept aside as soon as interposed,
"General" Caryl Pryce, the British
leader of Lower California,
began a legal struggle with Mexico
before United States Commissioner
Van Dyke today to avoid being extradited to the Southern Republic
for
trial on charges of murder, robbery
and arson.
The first witness for Mexico was Antonio Orfila,' an interpreter for the
court of the first first instance of Lower California, who translated the com-

plaints against Pryce. They charged
that Pryce as leader of the rebel army,
murdered Former Vjce Governor Lar- rouque of Lower California, who was
defeated in battle, robbed citizens of
Mexico and burned several houses at
Tia Juana. Pryce declared that if he
is extradited he will be killed by Mex
ican rurates.

XXXSSXXSXXS
WHO WANTS TO
X
GO TO LAS VEGA8.

If sixteen persons trom Santa
Fe club together to go to Las
Vegas for the Republican con-vention, leaving here on the ev- ening of September 27, they can
secure a special Pullman car,
which will serve as their home
during the convention. Las
Vegas will be overcrowded,
sleeping quarters have : been
practically all reserved, and
this arrangement will be not
only the cheapest but the most
comfortable. Meals may be se- cured at the Castaneda, in front
of which the car will be side- tracked or may be gotten at any
other restaurant. Those deslr- ing to take advantage of such
an arrangement, must band in
their names to the New Mexi- can within the next few days.
The car :'s to be decorated with
streamers and will be incident'
ally quite an advertising stunt
for Santa Fe.
X X X X

XXX

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

Chicago, Sept. IS. Tbe investigation of gambling in Chicago and tbe
connection of the police with it has
disclosed a new variety of baseball
fan a young man who is not a rooter for any special club or league and
is not interested in the results of the
game. All he wants to know is how
many runs will be made by the team
he has dran from a "blind" pool. The
gas was found by a newspaper reporter in operation above a saloon in the
stock yards' district. In on , week
there were eight thousand partictp- ants in the pool, each putting In fifty
cents. The ticket having the name of
the
which makes
the most runs In the week is the winner of the first prize; the second largest prize goes to the team making the
smallest number. The purchaser of
a ticket has no choice
of the team
that carries his money. That Is de--:
elded by lot. There are twenty-twother prizes than the first two. Each
ticket has six clubs, one for each
week day, selected from the National
and American Leagues. With sixteen
teams and' six days the number of
combinations is limitless. Rain, postdouble headers are
ponements
part of the uncertainty. They are not
taken into consideration in making

.

o

.

ad

the ticket. The promoters take ten
per cent of the pool lor their services. The highest amount won was
Most of the patrons are
$360.
young men, and they flock
to the room each afternoon to watch
the "score" to see how their chances
are running, not to see which club
wins the game.

Grand Opera Getting Voices.
Ambitious students at the Chicago
music schools are finding out now
whether their voices are of grand
opera calibre, Director N. B. Emanuel
working every day to select a chorus
for the Chicago Grand Opera company
which opens its second season Novem'

ber 22. Director Emanuel is trying to
surpass his record of last year of getting the prettiest grand opera churus.
He is optimistic. He says that the
girls who are studying at the Chicago
schools, representing nearly every
state In the Union, are "all pretty and
many of them have excellent voices."
He smiles mysteriously wnen asked if
he has discovered "a find" in the person of a young girl from the country,
whose appearance at her first tryout
caused a little titter among her more
fashionably dressed sisters. "Isn't she
"You
pretty," he replied evasively.
know I have an eye for pretty girls."
Emanuel is doing the preliminary '
work pending the arrival in November
o! Andreas Dippel. The first opera
will be "Samson and Delilah," followed
by several German works, including
'Die Walkure," "Lohengrin,"
and
"Tristan and Isolde." Among the new
operas will be Victor Herbert's "Ne
toma," the two new operas of Wolf
Ferrari, "The Secret of Suzanne," and
"The Jewels of Madonna," and the
spectacular French opera, "Quo Va- ;

dls."

,

Factory Inspections.
An evidence of the new attitude of
employers to employes Is the recep
tion given by some of the largest em
ployers in Illinois of the new cam
paign of State Factory Inspector Ed
gar T. Davies for cleanliness as a sci
entific safeguard against occupational
diseases. The employers are
ating willingly for both humanitarian
reasons and from motives of
r
est, the experiences of several, in the
last few years showing that Increased
working efficiency is secured by clean
and comfortable and attractive work
"Government statising conditions.
tics," says Mr. Davies, "show that almost as many men are Infected with
occupational diseases as with tubercu
losis. The death rate among work-men in Illinois has decreased 300 per
cent sinec this safety movement has
got under way, within the last ten
years. It will decrease still more. The
movement has only started." Mr. Davies has issued orders to a number of
large employers requiring them to pro
vide lavatories, with hot and cold wa
ter, clean towels; soap, nail brushes.
shower baths, dressing rooms with individual lockers, and further that the
sweeping and cleaning of factories
shall be done outside the regular work
ing hours. , Three Chicago corpora
tions have expended, or are expending,
nearly half a million dollars to pro
vide more comfortable working condi
tions. They are the stockyards company, S25,000; the Pullman company, .
$165,000 and the Illinois Central railco-op-

self-inte-

.

-

road, $70,000.
X
Alpine Climbing.
X
residents of Chicago who
have a taste for Alpine climbing have
X found another way to
gratify - that
X taste without crossing the ocean, in
X the new territory that is being opened
X up in the Canadian Rockies by the
X Grand Trunk Pacific railway. , They
X have the added pleasure of exploring
X practically unknown mountain ' fastX nesses that are within a week's travel
X
(Continued on Page rive.)
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The Little Store
DENVER BREAD
Try Rocky Ford Water Melons
They are so Delicious.

IN

E
Southern

WE

Corner Plaza.

Telephone No. 40.

Santa Fe.

TICKETS WITH

REGISTER

GIVE

C

CERY

b

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

A

BEISONJOR

DOUBT

Statement of Facts Backed
Strong Guarantee.

PRESIDENT TAFT
ON TRUST EVIL

We guarantee complete relief to all
In every
snffprprR from constiDation.
case where we fail we will supply the
medicine tree.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effective, dependable and safe bowel regu
lator, strengthener and tonic. They
nature's functions in e
quiet, easy way. They do not cause
any inconvenience, griping or nausea,
They are so pleasant to take and work
so easily that they may be taken by
anyone at any time. They thoroughly
tone up the whole sytsem to healthy
activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
and ideal for the use of children, old
folks and delicate persons. We cannot too highly recommend them to al!
sufferers from any form of constipation and its attendant evils. Three
sizes, 10c, 25c, and 50c. Remember,
you can obtain Rexall Remedies only
in this community at our store The
Rexall Store. Fischer's, 232 San Fran
Cisco St.
THE YEARS OF YOUTH.
I sit and watch the weary, weeping

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Fresh
Our Bakery is always going.
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

together.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

191

WHOLESALE

-

dark heather,
gray clouds that shroud the
lonely height
Weigh on my heart that once had
found them light,
O for the years when we were young
together.
The

ed
low

Timo th

RETAIL

&

DefenJ8 Use of the Word
"Reasonable" by Supreme
Court in Decision
PRESENT

STATUTE

j

Imnlshb

T.a.

c In

tether,

W

No Distinction Can Be Made Between Good and Bad Trusts
by the Law.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Detroit, Michigan, September 18.
Address of President Taft at Detroit, Michigan, on Trusts.
My Fellow Citizens:
I propose to take up the question
which has occupied the attention of
jthe American people for now twenty
lyears, that of industrial combinations known as "Trusts." During the
rlast year we have had two great decisions by the supreme court of the
United States. They are epoch mak-- j
ing, and the public has yet to realize
the effect those decisions are certain
to have. It is not that the construction which the court has put upon the
act is different from that which most
members of the profession, and most
subordinate courts," and, indeed, the
supreme court itself, had before in- dicated as the proper construction of
the statute; but is that it is now,
finally settled, by two fully considered
decisions in respect to two of the larg- est and the most powerful of these
what their illegality
combinations,
consists of, and how to he treated, in
view of the finding that they are il
Usgal and do violate the provisions of
or DlieiUiau
tDe
'

anil-irU-

act- -

traitor-w- hen

Sk
Her hoard of
I

Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
Phone Black

45

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexice

Chlckerlng Bros.
Bush and Lane.

and Arizona.

Co.

n

45

PIAN05

PIAN05

Leamard-Llndeman-

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
(
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player- - Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
This firm ha purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
A

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH

N. M.

::

Established

1900

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER
Building

&

COAL YARD
Coal.

Materials-Daw- son

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order in. The price is right.

333 HICKQX STREET,

Near Union Depo

PHONE, RED 100.

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

436 Canon Road.

Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indigestion, Sallow Skin and Miserable Headaches come from a torpid liver and
which cause your
clogged bowels,
stomach to become filled with undigested food, which sours and ferments
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
the first step to untold misery indi-gesuon, ioui gases, Daa Dream,. yeuow
skin, mental fears, everything that is
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
tonight will give you a thorough
you
cleaning inside and straighten
out by morning. They work while you
box from your drug
sleep a
gist will keep you feeling good for
months. Millions of men and women
take a Cascaret now and then to keep
their stomach, liver and bowles regu
lated, and never know a miserable
moment.
Don't forget the children
their little insides need a good, gentle
cleaning, too.

i

BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
"YOU EVER SAW."
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
THE
STAND
HARDEST
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
US
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.

MISS GERTRUDE JONES AND
CLARENCE BOWLDS WED.
They Were Married at 4:30 p. m. Yes
terday at Bride's Home Now
on Wedding Tour.
With only their relatives and a few
intimate friends let into the secret,
Miss Ella Gertrude Jones and Clarence L. Bowlds were married at 4:30
o'clock yesterday afternoon at the
bride's home, 118 Guadalupe street.
The ring ceremony of the Presbyte
rian church was used by the pastor,

FE.N.M.

Phone 19 Black.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
P. Williams
Successor to

'
B.
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

SUMMER

MEXICAN

Phone

OUTING

HATS

New aud Full Assortment of Unique
Latest in Hand Color-

14

'

San Juan Potter)
Artistic

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Why Import Mineral Water?
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Special
Ginger

FE

THE

WATER

Ca-tan-

oal

Wood

Screened

Lump

Imperial Laundry

JiiLLp

e

LIVERY STABLE

CALL

Santa Fe, N. M

Rhone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

i

I

y

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Phone 139 Red

THAT

FOR

UP

9

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14.

B. Z. McCullough, who officiated. Only

a few of the near relatives witnessed
the ceremony. Mrs. M. H. Roseberry
a sister of the bride, and Mr. Fleming
J. Bowlds of Raton, a brother of
the groom, attended the couple. After
the ceremony a sumptuous supper was
served by Mrs. Jones.
The young couple left on the even
ing train for points In Kentucky and
Missouri, where they will spend about
three weeks visiting with relatives.
After that they will return and make
their home in Santa Fe.
Miss Jones is one of Santa Fe's
most popular girls and was bookkeep
er at Nathan Salmon's well known
store.
Mr. Bowlds is cashier of
the Capital City Bank and is
very popular In the younger set of
the city. He has been prominent in
athletics and was the organizer this
year of the Santa Fe Tennis Club.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

F. M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES
FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA

Headache, Sick, Sour
Stomach, Indigestion, Coated
Tongue or Constipation.

No Biliousness,

Persons who do not understand the
Framing.
ing Post Cards.
law have a great deal to say, which
to J
lead
tne
Publi
.t0
golden lore she will not
belief that in some way or other the
speak
court has emasculated the
Though still may fall a tide of haycyon supreme
San Francisco Street
statute and prevented its operation
together.
and
injurious
against objectionable
combinations and conspiracies.
for the years when we were young trade
Nothing is further from the truth.
weather,
When the statute was passed in
With sun to glid such treasures as re
1890, the expressions used in it to demain,
fine its objects and what it was propoWhat Time has taken he cannot give sed .therein
to denounce as unlawful
again
were not new but they were sufficientfor the years when we were young
to require
: : WHEN YOU CAN CiET THE : :
ly broad and indefinite
together.
construction to settle their
Rosamond Marriott Watson, in the judicial
Congress was dealing with
meaning.
Athenaeum.
a subject matter in respect to which
All
$100 REWARD, $100.
of
it may be assumed that the legislators
themselves were not clear as to the The readers of this paper will be
Ale
Hifch
exact limitations of the meaning of pleased to learn that there is at least
IRIUNi THE STATE
one
dreaded
disease
has
science
that
were
statute
words
the
in
the
they
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
They knew there was an been able to cure in all its stages, and
passing.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
is
Cure
that
Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh
evil which they hoped to restrain by
Judgment in Water Case.
enactment of the law and they relied is the only positive cure now known
CO.
SANTA
MINERAL
Chief Justice William H. Pope has unon courts in their construction of to the medical fraternity. Catarrh bemade decision in the litigation involv the law to
a
constitutional
about
its
ing
operation
disease, requires
hedge
ing the distribution of waters from such restrictions as would prevent a constitutional treatment. Hall's
h
Black river in Eddy county.
Cure is taken internally, acting
the statute from being so wide in its
absurdity directly upon the blood and mucous
application as to involve
WHOLESALE
Killed by a Broncho.
and the impracticable. The early de- surfaces of the system, thereby deAND RETAIL
James Black, a cowboy, who was cisions under the law cannot be said stroying the foundation of the disease,
kicked in the abdomen by a broncho to have been fortunate. The decision and giving the
patient strength by
RATON
which he tried to hobble, died of his in what is known as the sugar trust building up the constitution and as
YANKEE
case the Knight case was really a sisting nature In doing its work. The
injuries et the Roswell hospital.
CERRILLOS
seemed
which
one
and
retrograde step
proprietors have se much faith in its
Married Yesterday.
to, limit much the
operation of the curative powers that th iy offer One
Mc- - statute.
At Mora yesterday, Thomas
It encouraged the organlza Hundred Dollars for any case that it
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Grath and Miss Guadalupita Griego, tion of combinations which the same fails to cure. Send for list of
Sawed Wood and Kindling
of Guadalupita, were married by Fath court has since found to violate the
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
er Balland, the parish priest.
EEZTUr8ivffpuo?
statute. The case could not be effec
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
tively presented to the court because ledo, O.
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
. More Smallpox.
the record had not been properly
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Another smallpox case nas been re made up and the questions arising Take Hall's family Pills tor
constipa
a
ported at Lordsburg, Grant county. were treated in the opinion in such
tion.
that
to
the
as
Laway
impression
give
This time it is a Texan, named
tham, who was taken down witTf the the operation of the law would be
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
disease and is now at the tent deten- most restricted, because of limits of
federal jurisdiction.
Indeed, some
tion hospital.
law officers of the government did not
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
FOR C A I
hesitate to say that under this decis
(
High School Reception.
For
of
andRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
was
Best
ion
there
little hope
Work
reaching
Twenty-fiv- e
hundred people attend
Laundry
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
ed a reception given at the Roswell the evil aimed at through the action.
It has required twenty years of liti
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
High school to the teachers by the
BASKET
MONDAY
AND
LEAVES
TUESDAY
Roswell Mothers' Club of forty women gation to make the statute clear. But
now
RETURNS
AND
THURSDAY
is
FRIDAY
it
clear.
who are proving of much assistance to
Modern Residences for Rent.
I shall not attempt to give it a close,
the public school in that city.
lower-likinterpretation but I think
it is not departing from the declara Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
-- 1
Wants $25,000 Damages.
103 ,
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
to say that they find
Mrs. Teofilo R. de Rivera has tion of the court
of
Ave.
Palace
restraint
contract
trade,
in
Phone Red No. 23.
brought suit at El Paso against the any
Phone, Red No. 23
made for the purpose of excluding
Santa Fe railroad for $25,000 damages,
competition, controlling prices or of
suing on behalf of herself and five
a monopoly, in part or in
minor children. Her husband was maintaining
whole is contrary to the statute and KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
FOR
killed on the railroad in New Mexico. is
subject to objection and indictment
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
under this statute in the Federal
Water Shortage at Raton.
courts, where . it affects interstate Phene us, we will be glad to call for
Raton is suffering from a water
trade.
your laundry on Mondays and Tues
shortage and no relief is in sight.
Now, I would like to ask Mr. Bryan days and deliver on Thursdays and
'. ..
Therefore Mayor J. J. Shuler has is- or
(9
any of the other publicists and Fridays. '
sued a proclamation that all irriga
been
All work is guaranteed; your socks
who have
denouncing
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
tion and sprinkling must cease and jurists
this opening as the surrender of the are mended and buttons sewed en
that the use of v'Uvc for domestic and
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
rights of the people and a usurpation yeur shirts without extra charge.
sanitary purposes be economized.
of judicial power to tell the public PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Gambled for an Office.
vhat particular contract or restraint
When in Need of Anvflitor
The flip of a coin at Dexter, Chaves of
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
interstate trade he would condemn
county, decided whether A. Durand of which could not be condemned within
in the LIVERY LINE
Dexter or J. E. Cody of Lake Arthur this definition of the court. The dlffl
Drivers Faraithel
should make the race for the nominaculty with the literal construction of
tion of county commissioner on the the statute is that it would denounce a
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Democratic ticket Durand won and
great many minor or incidental reDon Caspar Ave.
now his onl yopponent is M. Wixon. straints of trade which made the
La Salle Restaurant
' Blamed It on Drink.
statute ridiculous and weakened its
The only excuse that Thomas G. effect and lent support to criticisms
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
West of Louisville, Kentucky, could and contemptuous treatment of the
Telephoned.
give for shooting Miss Hallie Weather-by- , statute r tto-- p who were opposed to
school teacher, was its nassoge and enforcement
a
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
CLASS HACK SERVICE
that he had won $100 at a horse race
For instance, tl".e the instance cited Regular Meals 25 cents.
and that he filled up on whiskey in by a federal circuit Judge in which he .
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
For hire at papular prists ansales and saddle her
celebration. As he passed Miss Weath-erh- faid that 'under .fb" literal construcShort Orders at All Hours.
comers
in his auto, he jumped out tion of the statute which must be entbeodore corricl
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
of his automobile and too;-- a shot at forced, if there were two persons,
" Pass laek Itt.
her. She recovered but he is now doing a
business across French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
New York Chop Suey 50c.
on page seven, t
paying her $10,000 damages.
(Continue
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Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

weather,

The clustering raindrops thicken on
the pane;
I hear the waters and the wind complain
O for the years when we were young
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ADA DECIDES

THURSDA y
Reciprocity With U. S. the
Issue in Hotly Contested

Out they come! Light
as a feather delicious,
appetizing biscuits,
cakes, muffins and hundreds of other inviting
dishes everything just
right. WithKC Baking
Powder the results are
sure and certain.
There is no
You linow beforehand
the family will be pleased
with your efforts. For
guess-wor-

Election
CAMPAIGN

k.

(By Special

troubles disappear like magic and what was
K C Baking
formerly a day of doubt is now one of pleasure.
Powder safeguards the health of your family by insuring
light, digestible food. And the price is right 25 ounces
y

for 25 cents.

Send for the K C CooH's Book
The K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested,

free

cans.

upon receipt

Send it today.

Jaques

plica

ifs F&EE.
easily-mad-

,

recipes,

e

of the colored certificate packed in

25-ce- nt

22

Mfg. Co., Chicago

HI POMS)

POLITICS

ieas'.i

tvlre id

Nw Mexican;

The general elections of Canada,
which will be held next Thursday, Sep
tember 21, are expected to be decisive
on Canada's attitude toward recipro
city between that country and the
United States, and on the continuance
in power of the Liberal party under
the leadership of Sir Wilfrid Laurler.
The American Congress has already
ratified the reciprocity agreement
and after a protracted deadlock in the
Canadian Parliament the question of
Canada's ratification was at last re
ferred to the Judgment of the people.
The elections occur simultaneously
in all of the ten provinces which
make up the Dominion of Canada. As
originally constituted the Dominion
was composed of Upper Canada, in
cluding the extensive English sections
of Ontario, Lower Canada, Including
the extensive French sections of Que
bec, Nova Scoctia and New Brunswick. Later the British North Ameri
can act of 1867 admitted British Co
lumbia, Prince Edward
Island, the
northwest territories and Newfound
land, .all of which are now a part of
the Dominion of Canada, except Newfoundland, which did not take advan
tage of admission. More recently the
western provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and the new Yukon territory

BAKING
POWDER

sent

CLOSE

Conservatives Must Gain Twenty
Two Seats to Thwart Pact
With Uncle Sam- -

when you use

bake-da-

DRAWS TO

have been added.
ed by the Socialists at Estancia on
Saturday is as follows: County commissioners, W. S. Kirk, Estancia, J. W.
Hembrick,
sheriff, John
Willard;
Chastian, Willard; assessor, R. E.
Chapman, Mountainair; treasurer, S.
W. Moore, Estancia'; county clerk, J.
A. Chapman, Willard; probate Judge,
John Berkshire, Estancia; superintendent of schools, J. S. Preston, Estancia; representative, T. S. Smith,
Mcintosh.

He Certainly Would.
Bursum would make a good governor, and one who would reflect honor
upon his party and his state. Pecos
Valley News.
Andrews the Choice.
If New Mexico people were to speak
today individually, no other candidate
coul4 approach the plurality of Mr.
Andrews as a candidate for senator.
Rio Grande Republican.
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Republican
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Pnent- - In tne WW district:
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L. G.
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San Juan county on Saturday, when
Thle?"
aS, an UMf
it defeated the insurgents by a vote tt"
M"
8
P;
of 205 to 26, electing 54 of the60 Skeen
.
for senator;
w
M- - Ga8e
HuKh
f
Florence
HoP.
tn AifiTnrtr
mm uttornev for San inon pin ah. fv0 01 the Plains, representatives
a montl
and "
ba and Santo Fe counties. This as-wiU
sures the domination of former Post-- come
forward before the canvass
t
kh
m.ot. p., T.:.
V V. closes, October 14,
'". iu cDou iuau cuuuij. a.
vaua
ixl.
Edwards who opposed Alexander Read
A Plain Man of the People.
for district attorney, lost nis own preHon. H. O. Bursum is the logical
cinct by 20 votes.
candidate of the Republican party for
tne nrst governor of New Mexico
:'v, Bursum on First Ballot.
It now appears that H. O. Bursam Public Issentiment in favor of his can
fast crystallizing all over the
will have more than the 164 votes con- didacy
ceded him last week on the first bal territory among the rank and file of
lot in the state convention at ' Las the party, and here in Silver City and
here he perhap!
Vegas. M. A. Otero's strength will be
confined to Rio Arriba and Luna coun- - New
Mexico unless it be Socorro, the
ties and a few scattering votes of
...
Buuauvuu
a
airycaio uuauuuuuo iu um
cundino Romero will have favor.
friends,
wonden Agk any of
the San Miguel and part of the Mora
old men in this section it they
delegation. Nathan Jaffa Is certain of know "Burse" and they will answer
nesunaves couui.
coumy is
with a' glow in their eyes, "sure I
ltaung ena is ram 10 oe grooming a know him. A eat biz hearts hn.
dark horse. All the other delegations est, brainy fellow with a kind word for
will be pjacticauy ior ttursum. ;. ; j y . everybody, and sympathetic and teni, ViV
ehild.". And that la'Hnlm A
First County Ticket In the Field, t Bursum. Just a plain man of the
e
Socialists of Torrance' county, pie, as honest as the day is long,
have put in the field the first county true and loyal to bis friends and his
ticket and this example will be ft party, and above all. true to hlmanif
lowed ln every county in eastern New and to the plain people. from whom he
Mexico. It is expected tnat tney win bas arisen. He would never betray
draw some three to four thousand his trust to those same people no
votes from the Democrats and in case matter what the temptation might be,
uo no one Who knows Mr. Bursum
that the Democrats make some 01
bad nomlnaUons that their machine well can doubt thatj fact for a moment
It planning, may even elect some "f- ' -their nominees. 'The ticket nominal(Centlnued en Page tlx.) -
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Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
Yukon Territory

Conserv't

35
53
12

Quebec
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick

....

51
12
6

11-

2

3
2
9
4
2

1
8
1
3
5

1
132

89

This gives the present Laurler government a normal majority of 43 out
of a total membership of 211. To defeat the government the Conservative
opposition must make a gain of 22
seats, while to carry on the government and organize the House they
must make gains of at least 25.
Issues and Leaders.
Sir Wilfrid Laurler, now 70 years of
age, has been Premier of the Domin
ion for over 15 years, since June, 1896,
when his party, the Liberals, defeat
ed the Conservatives under Sir
Charles Tupper, Bart., known to Canadian politics as "the old war horse
of Cumberland" from the name of his
first constituency, ln his native province of Nova Scotia. Sir Wilfrid is
a
and his own prov
ince, Quebec, with Its overwhelming
French population has always given
him strong support.
Sir Wilfrid has toured five of the
nine Canadian provinces during the
and everywhere he has
campaign,
maintained that the reciprocity agreement was a purely business transaction, and that the loyalty of Canada
was not to be trafficked for any trade
advantages.
The Conservative opposition
has
been under the leadership of Robert
Laird Borden, of Halifax, who first
challenged the reciprocity pact before
the Canadian Parliament and after
wards carried the contest before the
people. The grounds for this oppo
On the one hand
sition are two-folthe Conservatives are high protectionists and they contend that the
present agreement Is but an entering
wedge, while on the other hand they
contend that trade under such a pact
would create a community of interest between the United States and
Canada which could not but weaken
the British connection,
and would
eventually bring about the annexation
of Canada to the United States.
During the campaign on the stump
and in the newspapers, the utterances
of President Taft that "Canada is at
the parting of the ways" and that the
tie binding Canada to the Empire was
so slight as to be almost impercep
tible, have been used to prove that
the United . States has ulterior de
signs on her Canadian neighbor, while
the annexationist, sentiments attributed to some American public men
and newspapers have aroused the cry
that reciprocity is the forerunner of
annexation.
. Ontario Province.
Ontario, the great industrial and ag
ricultural province of Canada, has the
largest population and the. greatest
number of seats at issue, 86 ln all, as
against 65 seats for Quebec, the next
Ontario has been
largest province.
strongly Conservative for many years,
The province was peopled ln the early
days by the United Empire Loyalists
who fled from the thirteen colonies
when the American revolution proved
successful, and sought British terri
tory to settle upon anew. To these
people the annexation cry possesses a
strong appeal, and the Opposition has
had its emissaries hard at work ln the
United Empire Loyalists districts.
The brunt of the defence of the re
ciprocity measure ' had fallen upon
George P. Graham, the minister of
railways, who on the stump and
through his newspaper has been making a vigorous campaign. Hon.
King, the minister of labor,
has also been active on behalf of the

ple of Ontario.
On the Opposition side, tne economic and sentimental arguments
against the measure have been set
forth strongly by George Eulas Foster, the finance minister in the last
Conservative administration, and other leading candidates of the opposition. Sir James Whitney, premier of
Ontario, Frank Cochrane, minister of
mines of that province, and W. J. Han-na- ,
provincial
secretary, have also
taken a part in trying to defeat the
pact and the government
While the reciprocity pact is the
main point of attack there are sev- eral charges of scandalous conduct
in administration, and a number of
local questions which have aroused

Foley Kidnoy Pills
.

TONIC IN ACTION

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon tc
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
For sale by all dnggists.

and make them forget the naval program. Bourassa is not himself a candidate, but he has addressed meetings
ir most of the constituencies in the
Montreal district. He has especially
tried to visit the places where Sir
Wilfrid Laurier spoke in his first tour
of Quebec province, to destroy the effect of his former leader's appeals.
The Nationalist combination
has
candidates, with Conservative support
in many of the constituencies of the
Montreal district, and in the other
divisions the straight Conservatives
have their own candidates, most of
them being English-speakinj
The reciprocity cause is being upheated controversy.
hed In the province of Quebec by RoProvince of Quebec.
The
province of dolphe Lemieux, minister of marine
Quebec is considered the pivotal point an3 fisheries, one of the most eloquent
in this contest, as it was prior to the of Canadian platform speakers, and
time Sir Wilfrid Laurier came to pow- - Hon. Sydney Fisher, minister of agrl
er. In 1S96 the Conservatives carried culture,
who is especially
active
only 16 of the 65 seats. In 1900 they among the farmers. Dr. S. H. Beland
had only seven, while in 1904 and who has lately become postmaster
1908 they carried eleven seats. general and the solicitor general, Hon.
Since 1908 the political complexion Jac1ues Bureau, are the other leaders
has changed in the French province. iuuUL ule government canaiaates.
On the opposition
In 1910 the government adopted the
side, besides
navy bill, by which it was decided to Monk and Bourassa, are Herbert B.
establish a Canadian navy, to be un- - Ames, the Conservative organizer;
der the control of the Canadian gov- - Charles J. Doherty, a former Judge; J.
ernment in times of peace, and to be- - G. H. Bergeron, long a member of the
come part of the British navy in time Canadian House, and a host of other
of war. The regular Conservative op- - candidates, while in the Quebec dis
position under R. L. Borden proposed trct Rodolphe Forget, the leader of
as an amendment a large cash contri-- tn Montreal Stock Exchange, and
bution, to be used by the British ad- - William Price, a millionaire lumber- The man, are the leaders of the antl-recmiralty to build dreadnoughts.
French Conservatives, led by F. D. procity fight.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier sits for one of
Monk, of Montreal, objected to both
proposals. They were barked by the the divisions of Quebec City, but in
group known as Nationalists, In the addition he is a candidate for the
of Quebec.
stituency of Soulanges In accordance
prevalent ln Canada.
This Nationalist group, headed by with a CU8t
Henri Bourassa and Armand La-- '
vergne, former supporters of Sir Wil- - MADE FLYING TRIP
T0 LABAJADA HILL.
fred Laurier in the Canadian parlia-- '
ment, has consistently opposed any
policy which would bring Canada into Road in Splendid Condition Santa Fe
the foreign wars of the British Em-- ,
County Highways in Much Bet-ter Shape Than Formerly.
pire. Up to that time, though both
men were members of the Quebec Leg-islature, they had kept out of the fed- - A Party consisting of Mr. and Mrs
eral arena and had not attacked Lau- - 3 G- - Cartwrlght, sons Edward and
rier. With the raising of the naval is- - George and daughter Miriam, Colonel
sue, however, they began a series of and Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Mrs. W. H.
public meetings and caused the sign- - Bartlett, H. B. Cartwrlght and Douglas
ing of thousands of petitions protest- - Walker, went ln iwo automobiles to
La Bajada Hill yesterday afternoon at
ing against the naval program.
Bourassa, who Is a grandson of the 4:30 o'clock and had an outdoor
Louis Joseph Papineau, leader of ernoon suDper there. Mr. Cartwrlght
"The
the, Canadian rebellion of 1837, is a in discussing the road said:
man gifted with great oratorial pow-- road between here and La Bajada Hill
ers and sways the masses by the ve- - is in an excellent condition and were
hemence of his appeals. He Is espe- - It traveled a little more, it would
cially effective in spealdng French jbe one of the finest highways ln the
for he appeals to the people of that west.
race to show themselves the equals
"Not long ago, we made a trip down
of their English-speakinfellow-clti-- ,
to Albuquerque and then to the
in all things, and Tcindles their tancia valley, and there was not one
pride as no man, not even Sir Wilfrid place in the whole trip where we had
Lauerier, has ever done.
to stop on account of bad roads. But
In this campaign Bourassa' and; one thing is certain, and that is that
Monk are working together.
Monk the roads in Santa Fe county are
is opposed to the reciprocity pact on much better kept than those of either
economic ground; Bourassa says re--i Bernalillo or Torrance county."
ciprocity is a minor issue, and was) The party left La Bajada Hill after
adopted by the government only to j dark and returned here about 10
throw dust In the eyes of the electors, o'clock.
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BROTHER EDWARD.
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New Mexico Military
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of tho Southwest"
Banked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Armj officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men (or college or business
life. Great amount ot open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
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season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
(n

all respects.

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. PINLEY.
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for the district lnat,on Qn tne Democratlo tlcket ln
udgeship on the Democratic ticket, New Mxico and u
Mt to be won.
leaving the field to John T.McClure of dered tnat there js n0 wild BcramDle
,
Por-Roswell and George L. Reese of
the variouB iohs hefoM the nrl.
tales.
maries in Eddy county. Here are the
assessments imposed upon the varV
The Liberal Votes for Bursum.
'oug candidates;
th For treasurer and collector. .$150.00
cnTb6
City Enterprise, the Socorro por gnerlff
150 QQ
Chieftain, and a number of other pa, For probate Vlerk .
150.00
O.
endorsed
H.
for
Bursum
pers have
Por a8sessor
15000
the nomination as governor. Call the Por gup Pub- - Instructlon.... 60.oo
roll. The LIBERAL votes "aye."
25.OO
Por pr0Date Jujge
Western Liberal.
Por commissioners
25.00
, .
20.00
(For surveyor
senator Mills.
in addition to this milking there
From different places in New Mexi- are nlne
nWSpaper8 In tne C0Unty to
co one hears thei name of Governor De announced
in and the regular
Mills mentioned in connection with a round of campaign expenses, so that
senatorehip from the New State. A the general estimate of $1,000 as the
number of clubs and organizations total expense for each candidate is
his probably very reasonable. A poor man
have recommended him and
friends claim there seems little doubt stands no show under such conditions
but that he will be one of New Mexi- - and the Democrats in the face of it
should drop that old fashioned talk
co's first senators in Washington.
. about their's
being the party of the
H. O. Bursum for Governor.
people, the common people. The man
Hon. H. O. Bursum appears to be wno can afford a thousand dollars to
the logical candidate for governor at De a candidate before the Democratic
the coming state election. Although Primaries is a plutocrat, not one of
several others are being mentioned the commonalty. Pecos Valley News.
for the governorship none of them are
Eddy County Politics.
considered very seriously by the press
Carlsbad, N. M., Sept 15. Eddy
of New Mexico. The Spanish Americounty politics are still boiling. Nev
can.
Democratic candidates loom up while
A. R.
other candidates withdraw.
Viljoen Deserts.
no opposition for counB. J. Viljoen, a Boer immigrant, O'Quinn has
nrhn haa hoon a HtatiirTiIn tr foilnf in ty ckrk and recorder and tluro is no
lihood of opposition W. J. Rus-wa- s
Dona Ana county and in Mexico, as ho
thLfleld
in his home country and has been 8f" has w"lldw"'
ureal iux vv. n. mciuiiaiii lur ire&s- parading with E. C. Wade, Jr., as urer.
M. C. Stewart is likely to have
"The" Progressive Republican party
the field to himself for sheriff. There
Tina fnllnurAjl
tf Tlnna Ana
C. Wade. Jr., into the Democratic
a"e?"or' J:
ca,nd!dat!f
McBride
Dayton Echo and J.
camp. whereat a sigh of relief goes up
from the Republicans in southern New W Price. There are many candidates
for county commissioner. In the first
Mexico.
district : W., H. Woodwell, T. E. Jones
E. P. Byal; second district, J. H.
Victory for Organization.
'rtrahn-will
nno nn.
at
drawn as

follows:
Province.

Prince Edward Island

Not for the Poor Man.
taboo mnnoir in
tnr fha

Tt

The elections are for the popular
branch of the Dominion government,
the House of Commons, consisting of
221 members, elected by ballot for five
years. The strength of the two parties, Liberal and Conservative, at the
time of the recent dissolution, was as

measure. William Patterson, one of)
the authors of the pact, is an old man, I
and he has been kept busy lu his own I
constituency, while Sir Alam Ayles-wortwho resigned a few days after
dissolution as minister of Justice, is
precluded by deafness from taking as
active a part as he would have liked
in the campaign. High Guthrie, who
seems slated as Aylesworth's successor, and A. G. Mackay, the Liberal
leader in the provincial field, have
also been among the most active supporters of reciprocity before the peo-

cVi
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CALL REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION.

By order of the Central Executive Committee or the Republican party
in and for the county of Santa Fe, a delegate convention
representing
the various precincts of said County is hereby called to meet in the main
Courtroom at the Court House of the County of Santa Fe in the
City
of Santa Fe, on the 25th day of September, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
for the purpose of electing the delegates to represent the
County of Santa
Fe in the Territorial Convention of the Republican
party which is to meet
at Las Vegas, New Mexico on the 28th day of September, 1911.
The Convention for the County of Santa Fe shall be
composed of the
number of delegates from each precinct hereinafter designated to be
selected by primary conventions of the several precincts of the
county
which shall be held on the 22nd day of this month at 4 o'clock
p. m. in
all Precincts except Xos. 3, 4, 17 and IS, and in said Precincts Xos.
3, 4, 17 and 18 at 7:30 o'clock p. m., and to be called to order
by the
parties and at the places mentioned,
Pet.
No. Del.
1
2 Eutemio Rovbal at Schoolhouse on the hill.
2
2 Hiiiolito Domineruez. at the Srhnnlhoiise.
3
11 Nicolas Sena at S. Vigil Hall.
4
11 Ceferino Baca at Cordova Hall.
5
5 Felix Romero y Dominguez, at the Schoolhouse.
6
2 Bonifacio Narbaiz, at the house of T. Alarid.
7
3 Matias Montoya, at Rafael Granite's Hall.
2 Pedro Ortiz y Pino, at St. Joseph's Hall,
8.
9
3 Tomas Roybal, at Schoolhouse, District 9.
10
5 H. C. Kinsell at Schoolhouse.
11
1 Escolastico Martinez, at the Schoolhouse.
13
3 Roque Tudesque, at the Schoolhouse.
13
2 Antonio Gurule, at Tabor's store.
14
3 Reyes Ortega, at the Schoolhouse.
15
2 Bias Quintana, at the Schoolhouse. ,
16
4 Alfredo Lucero, at the Schoolhouse.
17
8 C. C. Closson, at Fred Lopez's Hall.
18
7 R. L. Baca, at the main room in the Courthouse.
19
2 Antor.io Garcia y Armijo, at the Schoolhouse.
20
1 Apolino Romero, at the Schoolhouse.
21
1 Otto Goetz at Goetz's store.
22
1 Epimenion Romero, at the Schoolhouse.
23
2 Romuk) Benavidez at the Sclioolhouse.
24'
1 Guadalupe Montova. at the house of G. Montova.
All said primaries must be called to order by the
party above named
at the time designated, to wit:, at 4 o'clock p. m. in all precincts beyond
the city of Santa Fe and at 7:30 o'clock p. m. in all
precincts in the
city of Santa Fe, being 3, 4, 17 and 18.
Ample opportunity should be given for nomination of officers of the
meeting as well as delegates to be selected, and when there be more
than one candidate for the office, or competing for delegate there must
be a division and tellers appointed to count them, and the
majority has
control.
AH persons belonging to the Republican
party and sustaining the
Republican party, principles as members of the party, are entitled to
.
participate in the primaries.
1011.
September 15,
T. B. CATRON,
..Chairman Republican Central Committee,
;
C. C. CLOSSON,
' '
i
Secretary "Republican Central Comrhittee.
to-w- it:
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against Holm O. Bursum?
Analyze
them, discuss them, measure them by
the facts in the case, separate from
them envy and resentment, and mis-understanding and hatred, and what
remains of them?
They
Nothing.
are like the zephyrs of a quiet evening
seeking to sweep away the Sangre de
Christo range.
Holm O. Bursum is a man of the
people; he may1 not be the beloved
dandy of the drawing room of silk
srocKing rerormers; Dut ne is a man
who towers in character, in moral
strength, in capacity, in capability, in.
statesmanship far above his detrac
He is the man of the hour; he
tors.
is the man whom
the Republican
party will call from the range, from
the mines, from the business office,
from his home, to shape the destinies
of the new state for the next five
The Republican party, the
years.
state, the people, are to be congratulated upon having such a man, such
a leader, at this hour of fate.
Theodore Roosevelt had men of the
Bursum type in mind, when he wrote:
"We are a vigorous, masterful peopie, and the man who is to do good
work in our country must not only be
a good man, but, also, emphatically a
man.
We must have the qualities of,
courage, of hardihood, of power to
hold one's own in the hurly-burlof
actual life. Ve must have manliness,
courage, strength, resolution, Joined
to decency and morality, or we shall
make but poor work of it."
Holm 0. Bursum has been through
the mills of life; they have not dealt
gently with him ; he has been through
the fire and in the crucible, and he
has emerged a mans' man; an answer
to the cry:
God Give us men!
"Men who their duties know,
"But know their rights, and, knowing, dare maintain."
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Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money an the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment In all respects as is consistent with safety
and. the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of tbe public is respectfully solicited.
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at the first state public office, he has been not merely
candidates
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a
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Plans,
er in the territory or in any county, be has written his name large on the
Specifications, Etc.
named.
For sixty years, New Mexico statute books as a legislator and into
Phone Black 33166.
has urotested aeainst having placed the Constituion of the new state. He
over it an executive who was named knows not only the laws and the Con-iWashington and not by the people stitution, because he helped to make
Some exceed- - them, but he knows the intent of the
of the commonwealth.
LINDHARDT, PALACE AVE.
MRS.
ingly able and popular men have legislators aire constitution makers
con-pibeen appointed, but somehow the peo- when they wrote the law and the
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resented it, because that executive stitution. Any attorney or judge will
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Thornin the lymphocytes of the white
man who is turning gray in the serv- - mayor of Socorro he made civic
door treatment of consumption,
for a better ton, the last Democratic governor that out of
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of his party, whose experience in iirovements, worked
institution
this
for
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except
office and in public affairs has been water supply, inspired new hope, new the Democracy had, appears as one
tent city which should receive all to this increase in the lymphocytes
in a town that seemed of the contributing editors, and so does and
to explain, what has long been
direct, intimate and efficient.the encouragement and support pos- seems
Go to the silent, vast ranges upon to be retrograding; invested in its T. J. Mabray," who In his home town,
in this part known by observers in the mountainsible
from
every
person
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
which graze the countless flocks of local business enterprises, and by his Clovis, spells his name "Mabry." The of New Mexico. Besides affording a ous regions both of this country and
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is Hugh J. Collins, and home and treatment for the health-seeke- abroad, that tubercular patients liv
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BOTTLES

Is now. We have just received
alarjelinedirect from factory,
thereby insuring fresh goods.

New York.

& CO.

Yellow
FILIGREE----

HOT WATER

j

Perry and the East where he visited
friends. Captain King was in charge
DINNER
Of the rifta team nrhlnh Man, KrAvl
FnOnejieOM sent to the national rifle shoot at
tamp erry and which beat eight
state coming only a few points behind

NOTHING BETTER.

MONTHS are coming on, and you will
This is the time, theremuch time
fore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
he seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are as beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use on the
table.

THE

monthly rates upon application.

H:

SANTA FE, -

ARRIGHI

THE TIME TO BUY

The New State

vcnia.

THE MASTER TAILORS.

PROPRIETOR.

His Grace, the Most Rev. J. B. Pita-val- ,
archbishop of the archdiocese of
Santa Fe, arrived in New York Saturday and preached there yesterday. H
will spend several weeks in New
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
York preachine in the cathedral vmH
242
the various large churches. Then he
wlu come t0 hlB km nere Probablj
Home Cooking
We bake our by the end of Octol)r
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The! Norman L. King, captain Company
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless f, First Regiment, New Mexico Nation.
01 price, ai
weeniy or ai uuard, has returned from Camn

W.G BUSH, Prop,

GOLD

WED.

with tourists.

-

ESTATE

'H

seclc.-- i

The
Socor-

Lower Palace Avenue

REAL

OF YOUfc
BUSINESS

v

Ask your Drufurfsl for i

no tt her. Tiny of yoar
Vroazhi. AskfnrrH!.':fi;M.TEK3

v

A

LmH'

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

W. J. Managan of the U. S. Forestry
Service of Washington was in the city
today on his way to the coast. He is
not here on official business but 1b
seeing the sights of Santa Fe and says
that if the people of the east knew
the subtle charm of this city the
trains from Lathy would be filled

PiLlS
CKICHESTBS SliliANU.
wKv

Needless to say "Satisfaction Guaranteed."

,,.

"7"

j

head's sister, Miss Conrad at her home party returned in the county..eveningon Buena Vista Loma. Mr. Whitehead ro
Chieftain.

(

incon-testab- ly

Kansas City

New Novelties in Skirts and

5ELGII

aDSOltltely

guaranteed. Nothing
the
the
ket affords for sale. We
stjjl adhere

.

Our window is only a sample of what we can show
you in the line of

Five

" Nailing the Sham "

BREAD AND CAKE
6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Attorney H. S. Bowman with his
Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery.
bride, are here from Clovls.
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
E. G. Kinkead, who sells playing
TO WHICH
Phone, 152 Red.
cards, is here from Los Angeles.
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
G. V. Kemp, a sewing
All Are Cordially
machine
agent is here from San Francisco.
Invited.
W. D. Shea has returned from a business trip to the San Luis valley.
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
.Sheriff Julius Meyer of Estancia,
Torrance county, is at The Coronado.
Southeast Cor. Plaza.
Register of the Land Office, Manuel
R. Otero, spent yesterday in Albuquerof the noted artist,
is a bratb"eVin-laque.
Clarence Underwood.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess is exClinton J. Crandall, Jr., son of Su-- pected to arrive tonight from Las Veand Mrs. C. J. Crandall,
.
perintendent
,
gas,.,.
State Chairman H. O. Bursum is ex- has gone to Albuquerque, to enter thei
.........
pected in Santa Fe tomorrow from So- New Mexico University.
corro.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
SatiS-an- d
' J. G.
.
daughter Eleanor left yesterday
Washburn, a poultry deaier of
IS
Whitewater, Kans., was in the city morning for Denver, where the latter
will enter the Wolcott school.
yesterday.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, the! John Zook. c.
j. nawe and t. i
prominent attorney of Las Vegas, is Winter are in a party which left
DCSt
mar-da- y
in the city.
for Conejos creek, "southern Co-- .
William A. Lamb, who sells machin- lorado, for a week s fishing.
ery and travels out of Denver, is at
W. F. Tucker and M. C Hogshead,
tO OUr Old
the Palace.
of a correspondence school, arrived in
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Van Ormen and
the city to make arrangements for DOHCV flTSt
Thurwood Van Ormen are sightseers
holding a window display next month
here from. St, Louis.
W. R Freeman, head of the hvrirn.
M. Fatsch, the well known dry
goods salesman of St. Joseph, Mo., graphic survey work in this district
and who came here to be operated on
is at the Montezuma hotel.
Corn-Fe- d
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Hanlon went to at St. Vincent's Sanitarium, is able
;,
to
be
but
agaln.(
Santa Fe yesterday noon to visit
Mrs. Phoebe Howell returned home
friends. Estancia Daily News.
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Miss Rindfleisch of Racine, Wiscon- - "st Saturday from Santa Fe, where!
had
she
several
weeks as a guest
sin, is here visiting her brother. Clerk
spent
Veal and
in the home of her daughter, Mrs. Fred
Rindfleish of the Palace hotel
Ernestine Lowenberg of Chihuahua. Fornoff. Socorro Chieftain,
Old Mexico, passed through the city
Home-DresseW. G. MacAdoo, F. H. Mac
d
Poultry, Fresh
1 T,.
en route to OJo Caliente to visit rela9
Tmir
' 1.
,
r
tives.
w. a, Frencn, 01 Hot springs, VirMrs. H. L. Ortiz, wife of the attor ginia, were registered at the Palace Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
ney, was quite ill Saturday, but is im- hotel Saturday. The MacAdoo's are
proved "today. She has been ill" for said to be sons of the famous engineer
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
'
'
many months. ' '
... , wiiu uuiii me nasi mver tunnel.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Harroun ana
H f Rlironm SnlflTYlnn T.nnn f P BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.
daughter left Fridayon horseback on MChemj and j;. H. Sweet took 'an
a mp up uk, oania re canon ana
ou.earIy mornlng aut0mobiIe ride out to Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
the scenic highway.
v,
vatdrAav'
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Whiethead of
.7

MISS

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

President

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

-

Wednesday, Sept. 20th,
From 2 to 6 and 7 to 9 P.M.

CAPITAL $50,009.00
Does

PAGE
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Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
pay for, by having it right where
are using it. It saves
THE EYES. Our display rooms are
your light bill and
you

on

SAVES

open for your

inspection, ami we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper; cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
.

SANTA FE VATER & LIGHT i COriPANY, VASHINGTON STREET.

i

3

s

AGE 8IX

THE SANTA FE NEW

1

1,

Louis Rocky

&

Ah

What

IN, SANTA FE, X.

Ym

M.

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.

CEP

100 PER

Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent
s,
coated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
"heart-burn,- "
belching of gas, acid risings in throat after
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy speiis,
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times and kindred
symptoms ?

Railway

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

In effect Sept. 1st

(Read Down)
19

1

pm

,

am

9
9

10

Hlii

.

20
35
50
10
35
00

have any considerable number of the
above symptoms you are suffering from bilious-nes- s,
torpid liver with indigestion, or dyspepsia.
Sr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is made
up of the most valuable medicinal principles
known to medical science for the permanent
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is a joost
efficient liver inviorator, stomach tonic, bowel

(Head Up)
io

Ji

81
42
49

2 30
2 47

0

8 07
3 45

48
65

7

VtBll

Thompson

Cunningham
Oilfton House N.M
Ar
Raton. N. M,....I.v
I.Lv
Ar ToTs"
tUton.N.M
.Clifton House N'M....
9 49.
J
SPreston

.

68
76
82

Ar
Lv

9H

.8

94

9

liOoltax

Ar

05

....

bottle-wrapp-

(lerrososo

Cimarron
Lv
Cimarron
Ar am
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...LV

6
6
6
6

Palace.
W. G. Mac Ado , New York.
(Connects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
F. H. Mac Adoo, New York.
SStaee for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
W. F. Morgan, New York.
Stage leaves Ute Park. X, M.. for Ellzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. dally except
W. B. French, Hot Springs, Va.
ondays. Fare il ou one way 13.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
W. G. Sargent, City.
O. 4 S. train leaves Des Mclnes, if, M- for the south at 11.11 p. m. arrives from Ithe
George W. Armijo, City.
tb at 4:88 a. m
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Miller, City.
G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
William A. Lamb, Denver.
P. M. WILLIAMS,
G. W. Kemp, San Francisco.
V. P. 4 G. M
Superintendent,
p. Agent,
Miss Rindfleisch, Racine Wis.
J. G. Washburn, Whitewater, Kas.
E. G. Kinkhead, Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Van Ormen, St.
Louis.
Sherwood C. Ormen, St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seiigman, City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Fletcher, Detroit.
W. B. Freeman, City.
Mrs. and Mrs. A. H. Fairchild, Houston, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Levy, City.
ico, Arizona, Mexico sod to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
A. H. Curry, El Paso.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraac, These
J. R. Galusha, City.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell,
Las
Vegas.
W. E. Cogsall, Las Vegas.
Ernestie Lowenberg, Chihuahua.
pm

pm

-.

,

a

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

THE

That all or one hundred per cent of
patients suffering with tuberculosis of
the first stage and remaining here
F. A. Geis, Espanoia.
months or more are reported
three
N.
E.
Ragsdale, Denver, Colo.
as cured, is the interesting
discharged
Miss Jennie Grant, Richlands, Wash,
statement of the report of Sunmounr.
Henry Stoll, Sr., New York.
Sanatorium which has recently been
Henry Stoll, Jr., New York.
issued.
A. E. Dorman, Denver.
This statement speaks volumes for
M. Nash and wife, Albuquerque.
the benefits of this climate which la
T.
Henry
Johnson, Albuquerque.
being recognized more and more In
C. B. Boyd Rocky Ford, Colo.
medical world as presenting ideal
the
F. R. Dudley, City.
conditions for the treatment of lung
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Bowman, Clovla
and throat tro'ibles.
Charles L. Fein, Albuquerque.
Says the report "It Is gratifying to
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ebersole, Albuknow that by modern climatic and inquerque.
stitutional treatment,
tuberculosis,
F. A. White, Albuquerque.
which only a few years ago was conL. E. Elzea, Topeka, Kas.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Grimshaw, City. sidered incurable, can be pronounced
s
of
apparently cured in over
Miss Jose Grimshaw, City.
of
incipient cases and over one-haMaximilian Krause, vity.
second stage cases and over
Geo. W. Armijo, City.
of third stage cases. It is to be regretSalome Salmon, City.
ted that more early stage cases do not
Onofre Wagner, City.
avail themselves of sanatorium and
W. J. Mangan, Washington, D. C.
climatic treatment, when the disease
Millet S. Clancy, the Pecos.
can be easily overcome instead of waitW. A. Graham and family, City.
ing until it is a question of a protractF. T. Ringland, Forestry Service.
ed convalescence if an arrest or cure
M. Bell, Las Vegas.
can be procured at all."
Harry L. Wittman, Philadelphia.
four-fifth-

lf

one-tent- h

H. W. Gouldy, Austin, Tex.
T. J. Sawyer, Albuquerque.
C. A. Christensen, Albuquerque.
J. C. Espinoa, Albuquerque.
M. Patsch, St. Joseph, Mo.
L. Shupp, Las Vegas.

EAST

BEST

OR

II-MfeSE- i

ROUTE

WEST

'

Coronado.
E. Ulibarri, Tierra Amanita..
Will Broome, City.
J. Myers, Estancia.
H. A. Ballad, Encino.
VV. p.
Berry, Encino.
E. Mora, Galisteo.
G. Archuleta, City.

Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. King. Massillon.
Ohio.
Mary Louise King, Massillon, O.
F. G. Brassell, El Paso.
V. G. Swanson, Bingham, Vt.
A. S. Smith, Denver.

Far rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX, a. f. p. Agent.
Bl Paso Texas.

CALL

Colonist Rated
Eirecuve epiemoer I5tn to ucto- ber 15th, inclusive, one-wsecond
class colonist excursion fares are in
effect from stations on the

A

S

ay

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
to DOints in Alberta. British Cnhim.
bia, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington.
For information as to fares, reservations, etc., etc.,
call on or write to

F. H. McBRIDE, Agt,

or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

FOR REPUBLICAN

FIVE THOUSAND
ACRES IN COTTON.
Carlsbad, N. M., Sept. 15. The cotton gins at Carlsbad and Loving are
being put in shape for the season's
run. The Loving gin has been practically rebuilt and the capacity
over
doubled. The farmers have begun
picking cotton and the gins will be
running full capacity in a short time
There is nearly five thousand acres in
cotton in the Carlsbad project this

year.

STATE CONVENTION.

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the
Enabling
Act and the resolution
admitting New Mexico into tt
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the
purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative,
judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore-adopteby the people of New Mexico;
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the
holding of the first Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the
Republican Central Committees of the various counties of the new
State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Convention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of
50 or more,
of the votes cast for the Republican Candidate for
delegate
to Congress at the election of 108, and 1
delegate at large
from each county now in existence;
upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention from tha
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
Bernalillo
25
Chaves

THE

PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

Albuquerque, Oct.

CURTIS
'

9ll

AVIATION

MEET

Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October II, 12 and 13

BASEBALL

i

-

EVERY DAY

EXCITING

CO.

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McMNUS,

Secretary-Manage-

r

It is

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL,

N. M

Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
to
each regular ticket, excess baggags

8. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and at the rate of
$5.00 per hundred Iba
BoawaU, N. at, connecting with the
We are equipped to carry any kind
IS Paso Southwestern and Rock IsRailroads and the Atchison, To-- ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,600 lbs

Carrying the

TJ.

land

:

peka ft Santa Fa Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m.,
rive in Roe well at 2:00 p. u.
Leaves Roawall at 12:K0 a. m,
la Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.

arar--

Special rates are given for ez'cur
slons. for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Soswell, N. H.

J W. STOCKARD,
.'

J

MANAGEP

;.,
,

Total

.

recommended that in event the same delegates are

of such district delegates and that such conventions shall
be called and held, after the State Convention, at such
time and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of the Central Committees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
delegates elect to such district convention.
It is further recommended that the Republican County
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
nomination of county officers, be held after the State
V

;i

JOSE D. SENA,

H. 0.

BTJRSUM,

V

-.

Chairman.
'

jt

f

.i.:mtmm4'

o

EDITORIAL

1

PUSHES

1--

1--

Water Not to Blame.
The typhoid fever cases we now
have in Artesia are probably due to
unclean or neglected cess pools. It
is not at all likely that the drinking
water of this city could in any way
be contaminated and cause the sickness. Artesia Advocate.
Fie, Don Kedzie!
There are ructions in school circles
at Duncan. It is charsed that, the
school teacher, Clarence Wiggs has
Deen Kissing some of the pretty school
girls. Wiggs indignantly denies it.
He ought to be hung if he did not.
The girl denies it. Mrs Wipes savs
she does not believe it. Some ugly,
old, grey headed brutes, who could
nor. get near enough to a
pretty girl
to touch her, let alone kiss her. swear
it is all true. Sour grapes. Pretty
scnooi girls are made to kiss, and if
they are lucky enough to have a
young, good looking school teacher he
is a brute if he does not do the kissing nature intended he should.
Western Liberal.
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

1--

five-yea-

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
Cano, Bernardo Cano, Daniel
Wright, Roberto Armijo, all of Golden.
B.

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(07894)

.

Sept. 12, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Jose
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct.
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146,
Section 13, Township 13 N.
for SW
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. land Office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October,
1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Cano, Bernardo Cano,
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armijo,
all of Golden, N. M.

M.

Ambrosio

(07753)

CELEBRATION
29-3-

y

.

Divorce Decree.
George E. Jones was given a divorce
at Rosweli from Mrs. Leta Jones.

Prom

I

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the nerth bound train and arrives at
Taee at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
way. Good cover
Hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
lurnisnea commercial men to take In
the surrounding tewns. Wire Embudo
Station.

suf-

' The EASLEY

COMMITTEE

Box 30. Taos, N. M

table Compound will help you,
write w juts, nniuiam at iynn,
Mass-- , for advice.
Your letter
Will ha Ahanlnta1v .iwnifldAnt.1aJ
and toe advice free.
1
1

,

IN..

REALTY

CO.,

Uughlin BldfM Santa Fe., N.

1ft.

MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.

Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents

Velk Fargo

& Co.

Express

Qsnend Express Forwarders
TO

All

hs

,t"

SAN GERONIMO

City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands

half-heart-

f

Your last Chance to see the most picturesque festivities performed by the
North American Indians.
Come and
brinf your family and enjoy your
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.
selves.

..DEALER

d,

i.'l'.'v'f.'j'-'.-

.

never before done in public. Horse Racing for which
good purses will be offered.
Broncho Busting, Balloon
Ascension and other attractions. Be sure and come
and bring your camera.

s

fered all the time.
The doctors said I
could not get well
wimout an operation, for f con Id
harrllv nfnnrl tha
pains in my sides,
especially my right
one, and down my
T rtomin
riirrif. lnr
to feel better when I had taken only
one bottle of Compound, but kept on
as I was afraid to stop too soon." Mrs.
Sadie Mullen, 2728 N. B. St,
Ind.
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag out a sickly,
existence, missing three-fourtof the joy of living, when they
can find health in Lydla E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound?
For thirty years it has been the
Standard remndv fnr fomala 111a im)
has cured thousands of women who
have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
nlp.nrat.1nn flrirnirl him
ties, periodic pains, backache, indigestion, and nervous prostration, 4
'II 'you have the slightest doubt
that IiTdla, VI. lmlrhnma
VM.

t 4

dian Dances and Sports

WOOD YS HACK LINE
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both ; North South
Bounds Trains.

WOMAN

not walk.

noi elected delegates to the judicial and legislative district conventions that the same basis be used in the election

September 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Ambro-dCano, of Golden, N. M., who on
Feb. 1, 1907, made homestead, No.
10616, for N 2 NW 4 Sec. 27, S 2
SW
section 22, township 13 N,
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed
r
notice of Intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before register
and receiver U. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day of October,

San Geronimo

bottles of LydiaE. Finkham's Vegeta- 010 uompouna.
1
was sick thrnn
months and could

....303

Fosteo-Milbur-

"anti-cll-mat-

Vegetable Compound
" Your TfimprHen havn
I have only taken six

15

y

auto-wobil- e

Elwood. Ind.
cured me and

14

It Can Be Done, So Scores of Santa
Fe Citizens Say.
He is too big mentally and physically
To cure an aenmg back,
te do little petty things whether for
The pains of rheumatism,
party advantage or through personal
The tired-ou- t
feelings.
You must reach the spot get at
favoritism, and New Mexico people
will have a man in the gubernatorial the cause.
chair to whom they can point with
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
pride and say, "he is our governor"
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the
and mean it in every sense of the kidneys.
word. Silver City Enterprise. .
Mrs. Agripina de Gonzales. 102 Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
Democratic Primaries.
September, 1906, I used Doan's Kid-neThe Democratic Central Committee
pills for backache which had
met on Saturday
afternoon at the been a source of much annoyance. In
court house, Chairman Arthur Seiig- the morning when I arose my back
man, presiding.
Adolph P. Hill was was so lame and painful that I could
secretary. There was a fairly good at- hardly stoop. 1 knew that my trouble
tendance. The date for the primaries was aue to aisordered kidneys and I
was set for Saturday, September 30, was finally led to try Doan'st trirtnov
at 4 p. m., in the rural precincts, and Pills, by the good reports 1 heard
7:30 in the evening in the city pre- aDout tnem. Tne contents of one
cincts. The convention will be held box of this remedy drove away all my
on Monday, October 2, at 10 a. m. The pains and I am nappy to state that
committee recommended that two sets my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
of delegates be named, one for the
Co., Buffalo,
state convention and the other for the centa.
district convention, unless the same United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
set of delegates should be decided uptake no other.
on for both purposes.
The basis of
representation will be one delegate
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
for each 25 or fraction over 15 of the
U. S. Land Ou.ce at Santa Fe, N. M.
1908 election.
Department of the Interior.

:

WasCuredbyLydiaEPink-ham'-

7
10
6
30
17
5
17
13
8

Secretary.

-

OPERATION

u

REACHING THE SPOT.

1-- 4

ESCAPES

n

1911.

Copies in triplicate to Forest Supervisor, Cowies, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Sept. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Santia
Register.
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
5,
1906, made homestead entry
Sept.
TO AND FROM ROSWEtU
SW
ment are tangible.
and Lots
The value No. 9885, for SE
Connectlons made with Automobile
2
3, 4, Section 31, Township 17 N.,
of climate can be readily understood
line, at Vaughn for Rosven,
dally
when one realizes that in any locality Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed Automobile
leaves Vaughn for Rot-wel-l
notice
of
intention
to
make
fiva
final
do
better in some seasons
patients
m.
arrives at Rosyear proof, to establish claim to the well at 8:30 a. m. and
than in others."
Automobile
leaves
at
3:30
p.
land
above described, hefnrn "RpiHsror
Reaction Set In.
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
The "foreword" of the report calls 01 Receiver U. S. land office at Santa 'are between Santa F and Torrance
on
N.
the
20th
of
M.,
Fe,
October,
day
attention to the fact, that this Instituis $5.80 and between Torrance and
tion like many other sanatoria has 1911.
Roswell S 10. Reserve seats on
names
as
Claimant
witnesses':
received patients from the east suffery wire. J. W
Jose
Maria
Placido
Ortega,
Armijo,
with
the
second
or third stages ot
ing
Fernandez
and
Armijo.
Gregorio
tuberculosis because of the
If you want anything en earth Try
Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.
theory. This theory that one
a New Mexican want ad.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
can thrive as well In one climate as
Register.
another is being exploded and patients
in the first stages are being Bent to the
LET THE WANT
Southwest. . Santa Fe's climate is deCOLUMN DO IT. I
scribed as " a pleasant, bracing one
j
A good live advertisement In the
ALL THE YEAR around having cool
Want column of the New Mexican will
summers, moderate winters and a
rent
property that is rentable.
large amount of sunshine in all sea- Thereany
is always some one that wants
sons."'
It is hoped by Santa Feans that this what yeu have got, but you must let
Oct. 1, 1911.
little booklet will be the means of them know it
Sept.
bringing from the East many incipient
If you want anything on earth try
cases of tuberculosis to this fortunate-lThis year will be the best
"ev Mexai Want Ad.
ever. Many new attracsituated city and resulting in a permanent cure in every case.
tions have been added, In-

4

9
3
5
15
7

Convention.

High Altitude.
The report shows that this myth
about high altitude being dangerouus
for tuberculosis patients needs exploding for it says: "Our low percentage
of hemorrhage (3.9) is due to our high
altitude. The records of other sanatoria in high altitudes corroborate our
statement as contrary 10 common opinion, hemorrhage is a much less frequent complication in a HIGH altitude
than in a LOW one. it is not uncommon for a patient having continuous
hemorrhages on the trip west to have
them cease on reaching an altitude
without a later recurrence.
"Climate Is Fate."
While "climate is fate," in many
cases it is most assuredly so in the
treatment of tuberculosis. The report
says "Many fads in the treatment of
tuberculosis have come and gone, but
climate and altitude have held their
place in the successful treatment of
tuberculosis since the days of the ancients. The results of climatic treat-

10
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The "Golden Medical Discovery" is not a patent medicine or secret nostrum,
a full list of its ingredients being printed on its
and attested
under oath. A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohol, or harmg
ful
d
drugs. It is a fluid extract made with pure,
glycerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
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j
apply only to reasonable monopolies
and unreasonable exclusion of competition and control of prices. In my
message of January 7, 1910, on the in(imcmued From Pace 2.)
terstate commerce trust laws and
a state line and they united in a part- federal incorporation, I used this lannership, the union in the partnership guage:
a restraint of interstate
would be
"Many people conducting great busitrade in violation of the statute. Such nesses have cherished a hope and a
a result is a reduction, an absurdum, belief that In some way or other a line
"Good
between
end no one who is in favor of making may be withdrawn
tte statute effective for the purposes Trusts" and "Bad Trusts" and it is
for which it was passed and had any possible by amendment to the antiintelligent appreciation of what the trust law to make a distinction under
statute was intended to accomplish which good combinations may be perand which it meant, would contend for mitted to organize, suppress competiuch a construction. It is true that tion, control prices and do it all legalin one of the decisions ' of the su- ly, if only they do not abuse the power
preme court there was a statement by taking too great profit out of the
made that the ' term "reasonable" business. They point with force to
cculd not be introduced into the certain notorious trusts as having
statute because congress had not put grown into power through criminal
it there, but the very same court, and methods by use of illegal rebates and
the very same judge, when a case plain cheating, and various acts violaarose presenting a restraint of trade tive of business honesty or morality,
that must be condemned as unlawful and urge the establishment of some
if a literal meaning were to be given legal lines of separation by which
to the statute, said in so many words "Criminal Trusts" of this kind can be
that it must be reasonably construed punished, and they, on the other hand,
and that it must not be held to include be permitted under the law to carry
contracts that were merely Incidental on the business. Now the public and
restraints of trade and were not made? especially the business public ought
for that purpose. In one of these cases to rid themselves of the idea that such
a man owned some steamboats that a distinction is practicable or can
business on the be introduced in the statute. Certainly
did an interstate
t
He wished to sell out under the present
Ohio river.
law no
He did sell out and in the sale of the such distinction exists. It has been
steamboats he wished to sell the good proposed, however, tliat the word
will of the line he had been running. "reasonable" should be made a part
Accordingly, he stipulated that he of the statute, and then that it should
would not himself
engage in that be left to the court to say what is a
business between those same points reasonable suppression of competition
for a certain number of years. This or monopoly. I venture to think that
was interstate business and his con- this is to put into the hands of the
tract was in restraint of trade, but trusts power which will make it imthe ' supreme court held that it was possible to condemn at judgment. It
a mere incidental restraint, Incidental is to thrust you to burden the courts
to the sale of the good will, and so that have no precedent.
This
was not within the statute.
Again, for those who have given up
would have been the same, in common free competition as an economic force,
lew. where from time immemorial that ought to be encouraged or enforc
euch a restraint as this has been held ed, and who are utterly opposed to
we have
to be reasonable, because limited to the spirit of the ati-trusthe necessity of preserving the good frequently heard the question: "Well,
will which the vendor was selling and j suppose you convict combinations,
which but for such an agreement under the statute law, what can you
In other do?"
would be worth nothing.
The court has got the issue and the
words, the supreme court in this case
gave a reasonable construction to the queries presented by the doubters and
statute and eliminated from its opera- scoffers.
the
It has vindicated
tion those harmless, useful, incidental majesty of the law, has illustrated
restraints growing out of lawful con- the wonderful elasticity and adaptatracts which are made for an entirely bility and remedy by injunction in
different purpose from that of con- equity, and has at the same - time
trolling prices or maintaining a mono- manifested a due regard for the welman
poly but suppressing competition and fare of the innocent business
which have always been recognized and the people at large, who In cataas properly enforceable by courts of clysm caused by the confiscation of
both law and equity.
such capital as fs involved in these
I repeat again, that in spite of all combinations and a suspension of the
the denunciations that we have heard legitimate part of their business,
of the difficulties of the supreme court would be buried with them in a com- in the Standard Oil and the Tobacco mon ruin,
cases, there is not one who has criti-- l
The cuorts nave exWbited courage
cised them that can formulate a con- - lu
tne necessary results in
in restraint of trade that ought forclng tne statute, that instead of
to come within the statute that does
attack on tnem ougnt to
not come within it under the decision promptlng
make every Amrican proud,
that
said
.
cf the supreme court It is
Tne declslon of tne SUprem3 court
the supreme court has read something ig ln the nlghest interest of the pub-intthe statute that was not there ,,c and am glad to tnlnk that bug,.
j
before; that it has inserted the wdnes8 men who nave been vlo,atlng tne
"reasonable" before restraints of trade tru law are now
belg ma(Je to gee
when the same court has said that
for putting their houses
necessity
bethis could not be properly done,
, order cnanging tnelr originai or.
cause congress had evidently not in- - ganIzatlons
up tne ldea tnat lt
tended to include such a limiting :,g necessary t0 control markets in
word in the statute. This is not fair:ordr t0 make
profitg anfl reTert,ng
to the court. It is true that the court, to th. oId
of
pnmnKiU
in the early days of the construction Uon ,n whch a HmU upon ft tQ
of the statute had- said that it could prevent its
being excessive must he
not limit the statute in effect by exby the good sense of the
was
what
its
from
cluding
operation
competitor and not by any arrangedeemed reasonable at common law. ment fir mntrant hotwoon nnmniiHtftrg
v.... t,
.1
n... as
J
tl
cases arose ...
oiuer
uut
gecret stipulation or wink or nod.
necessary to make exceptions to the The decision of the supreme court
literal operation of the words "re- as it grows to be understood in the
straint of trade" and it did so by ex- near future will be a signal for the
cepting what was minor or incidental. volutary breaking up of all combinaor indirect and Including only those tions in restraint of trade within the
. .h .tattB
cases where the chief object of the:,nh)h,tln
,
.,
contract or combination was the
lead tQ c
lete revolutioll of
straint.
In so doing the court said(feeHng on
part of the buslnegs
that it must give the statute a reason- - men of tHg country and tQ & clear
able construction and not one leading
understanding by them of the limita- w ausura or nuicuiuus ibouilh.
tions that must be imposed by them
In the last two cases the court did upon any business combinations made
not change the substance of the by them
in the future. The operation
reasoning and scope of the previous of the statute has Illustrated the slowexdifficulties, but only treated the
ness of judicial pressure, and of this
ceptions previously timed "Incidental I have often made complaint, but in
and indirect." As excluded from the the settlement of issues of this imoperation from the statute light of portance two decades are no great
reason, i. e. in conformity to the evil length of time, and if in that period
sought to be reached. Now In what we shall have stamped out the evil
way has this injured the public weal? which would
have carried
What combination or arrangements us to socialism certainly,
as a reaction from the
can escape this interpretation that vicious control of the few. the time
any sensible naan would wish to have gpent the effort and tne' utigation
are worth the coBt.
demn the Standard Oil Company, the
father of all trusts, in the history ot
which every form of criminality was
MARKETTKEPORT
practiced? Did it not, on the other
'
"
hand, condemn the tobacco trust, of
Wool.
much later origin and framed under
18.
Wool quiet.
the advice of cunning counsel for St. Louis, Mo., Sept
the very purposes of evading the con- Territory and western mediums, 17
fine mediums, 1719c; fine, 11
demnation, of the statute and at the 20
same time securing and enjoying the
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
monopoly, the framers of the statute
Chicago, 111., Sept. 18. Wheat Sep.
intended to prevent, to punish?
Dec. 951-2- .
Now I desire to call attention to a 92
Corn Sept 68; Dec. 64
very broad distinction that many
Dec. 451-8- .
have failed to perceive within Oats Sept. 42
the reasonable construction of the Pork Jan. 9.271-2- ; Jan. 9.00.
statute which the supreme court has Ribs Oct. 8.45; , Jan. 8.05.
Livestock
insisted upon and the introduction of
Chicago, Sept. 18. Cattle Receipts
the word "reasonable" in the statute
so as to lead to a result by which com- estimated, 23,000; market steady to
binations for the purpose of restrain- shade higher; beeves, $4.405.15; Texing trade with a view to controlling as steers, $4.406.25: western steers,
prices and maintaining , a monopoly S4.107.00; stockers and feeders, $3.00
could he held to be reasonable and
5.50; cows and heifers, 2.256.25;
thus lawful. Until the decision of the calves, $6.509.50.
,;.'
supreme court in these last two cases
Sheep Receipts estimated at 40,000.
there was a clearly defined hope in Market steady; native, $2.254.15;
the minds of many business men who western, $2.504.15; yearlings, 3.70
had reached the conclusion that it 4.65; lambs, native, $4.006.10; westwas impossible to conduct business on ern lambs, 4.10 6.10.
:
; ?
a free competitive basis, and that it Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 18. Cattle
was necessary to secure monopolized
Receipts, 20,000 including 2,500
control of prices and competition in Southerns; market
steady to strong;
make
to
business reasonably native steers. IK osiffls
order
nn.
profitable, that in some way or other; BteerM3g0560. southern cowa and
the statute could be construed as toi heifers, 2.754.50; native cows and
heifers, $2.507.00; stocken and feeders, $3.505.80; bulls, $3.0004.25:
calves, $4.607.75; western steers,
J; Relieves CATARfltH of; I4.6U7.Z5; western cows, $2.7504.75.
Hogs Keceipts,
4,600;
market
BLADDER steady;
!;
bulk of;; sales, $6.857.00;
heavy, $6.85. 95; packers and batch
ers, $6.86 7.05 lights, $6.85 7.05. Sheep Receipts, 12,000; market 10
24 HOURS
w
r
to 26C higher; lambs, $4.606.00; muttons, $3.0003.76; Tango wethers and
yearlings, $8.2604.50; rani ewes,
':,,.7sv
s.
ifenim
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Car arter car or "the limited sna
past. At last came the observation
car, the rear vestibule still open. He
edged over until the running board
and the car step were a scant two
inches apart The speed of train and
motor were identical

I

v

LIMOUSINE AND
LIMITED
By M.

J.

PHILLIPS

mi, bj Associated Lite ran freu.)
knew something
would happen if he took out the
limousine on so beautiful an early
summer day. But there was nothing
else for it. James Bennett, Sr., had
the touring car and the chauffeur;
the runabout was out of the question;
and the electric had a broken spring.
There was shopping to do his
mother and sister both said so, tragically. Out came the limousine and
with Jimmie, feeling like a taxicab
driver, at the wheel, they sped off
downtown bright and early in the
morning.
Jimmie was lolling on the cushions
opposite a famous hat shop which is
near the Union station. He amused
himself by watching the route of motors and people up and down the busy
(Oopjrrlgtit,

Jimmie Belinett

street.

He also kept a patronizing eye on
the suburban trains that shuttled back
and forth behind the iron fence. And
he nodded commendation when the
Cusmopolitan

limited

breezed

ma-

jestically into the great station.
The Cosmopolitan,

with ponderous

1

By GEORGE S. BANTA.

us!"

Mrs. Cordelia Malnwaring raised a
formidable lorgnette. "So this is the
young man who ran his cab over a
policeman and chased people up lampposts, is it?" she said, quizzically.
"You seem to be an exponent of the
modern creed of 'get there,' sir."
"Yes, ma'am," said the blushing
,
Jimmy.
Mrs. Malnwaring
continued
ber
scrutiny. "You said he was handI believe you were
some, Dorothy.
right, my dear."
"Auntie!" said the girl, blushing,
too.
"What Is your name, young man?"
asked Mrs. Malnwaring.

exhausts, was on its way again when
"James Bennett."
a whirlwind of dainty skirts projected
The dowager lowered her lorgnette
Itself across the stone threshold ot
the station and headed for Jimmie. In surprise. "Not a son of the great
He straightened to attention when a James Bennett?"
"I believe that's what they call
pretty, pleading face was upturned to
"I must catch that train," said the
girl, hurriedly. "My aunt's on it, with
my ticket. I stepped off to get a
book at the station. Doesn't it stop
again? I'll pay you double "
"Jump in here, beside me," com-
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convocation second
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Monday of each moatb Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon,
at Masonic Hall a' Graduate ot
McKillep'a
Veterinary
7:30 p. m.
College of Chicago.
JOHN II. WALKER.
Work of All Kinds Solicited
H. P.
Dentistry a Specialty
ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Santa Fe Comn-andePhone Red 138.
No. 1, K. T. Begular
conclave fourth Mon
PROBERT & COMPANY
day in each month at
Investments
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
p. m.
Money Loaned for Investors
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
We have for sale general stocks of
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
Santa Fe ixdge ef
Tao-- i county.
Perfection No. 1, 14th throughout
Bank References Furnished
degree. Ancient fnd AcNew Mexico.
Taos,
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
M.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening is
CAPITOL
PLACF
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza RESIDENCE,
Phone, 21 6 Red
Visiting E'cotlsh Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Phone, 220 Black
Venerable Master
OFFICE
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

o

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
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W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
Genito-l'rinar-
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THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCH
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.
Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given or
application.
State

Nat. Bank Bid?
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WANTS
FOR RENT
Chapelle.

Furnished rooms,

FOR SALE Modern
house on Read Avenue.
Hesch.

elght-roome-

102

a

Inquire P.

FOR RENT Six momed brick cot.
tage. Bath, rane, light. O- - C. Wat,
son & Co.

Brotherhood
ef
FOR SALE Over one million feet
American Yeomen of saw timber. Acasio Gallegos, SanMeets
Secon' ta Fe, N. M.
and Fourth Thura
days,
Delgado's
ladies Send lor catalog of reliable
Hall. H. Foreman, toilet drug and rubber specialties.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Supply Co., 250 South St,
Sec. Mrs. Dalsr Newark, N. J.
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Too many merchants with a email
for
appropriation
advertising are
merely aping the methods of advertisers who spend ten or twenty times
as much for the same purpose in the
same community. Such a course Is
illogical and potitively wasteful. In the
majority of cases. Because the big
advertiser uses two or three or more
newspapers is no sign that another
merchant will only succeed if he uses
the same number. Nor Is it a sign
that he should spend a few dollars
for calendars, a few for signs, a few
for mailing cards, and finally contribute a few to the "scheme" man whom
the big advertiser quietly takes to the
door and bids aaieu with a push.
The advertiser needs to remember
that his whole purpose is to produce
an impression upon the mind of the
public. To Indulge in a figure of
speech, this public mind is just like a
coat of armor and the advertiser is
trying to puncture it with his adver
tising. You would not take a shotgun
and load it with bird shot if you
wanted to make an impression on a
piece of steel. You would get the
Secretary.
hardest bullet you could find and then
put your whole ammunition Into the
B. P. O. E.
Too many advertisers use
charge.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
"bird-shot- "
methods and, as a result,
460, B. P. O. E. holds
spatter away all of their money to
its
regular session on
little avail.
the second and fourth
Concentrate
If
your advertising.
of each
Wednesday
you do not have much to spend, cut
month. Visiting brothout everytlhng else and take more
ers are lnviteu ,and
space in the best paper in your town.
welcome.
Use large advertisements with attracCARL A. BISHOP.
tive illustrations and make every adExalted Ruler.
vertisement a live message about your J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
store and your business. Whatever
you do, do with force enough to produce an Impression. Don't imitate, but
be yourself. Take a pride in advertising in your own way. Remember,
you have a lot of people to reach and
you need to go after them with a logical course ot advertising. It does not
Independent Order of Beavers.
matter that no one else writes his adSan& Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. bold
vertisements the way that you do nor
that you insist on having a certain Its regular session at 8 p. ra. Meeting
kind of display that no one else has. first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
That is something to be proud of, be- ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
cause you may be sure it will pay you
President
far better than any imitation you
C. J. NEIS,
might get up on the best known adverSecretary.
tising In the country.

him," smiled Jimmie.
"Well!" said Mrs. Malnwaring.
"Well! I flirted desperately with him
thirty years ago. And your mother
was my best friend until we went
west. Is she In town?"
"Yes," said the eager Jimmie, "and
I'd like to have you go up there. You
manded Jimmie.
must be MrB. Malnwaring. I've heard
His mother and sister were forgot- her
speak of you often."
ten as the car hitched around in the
"We are going," returned the dowcrowded thoroughfare and began to
with instant decision.
"I Inhum up Division street Jimmie re- ager,
tended stopping off merely to thank
membered that the big train always
you, but I must see your people, now
stopped at a junction quite across the I'm here, James. But you
surely don't
was
There
to
no
time
city.
explain drive a taxi?"
to his passenger that he was not runJimmie shook his head. "It was the
ning a taxi, even if he wanted to do limousine. Mother and my sister wantso. Such an explanation was far from
ed to come
and the other
his desires. For the passenger was cars were indowntown,
use or broken."
the most charming girl he had seen
"This is your car?" said Mrs.
In many a day.
when they were outside the
She was bareheaded and the air ruf- station. "Dorothy, my
dear, sit up
fled her bright, crinky hair as it there with Mr. Bennett. I like
plenty
streamed past. The book she had left of room."
the train to buy was clasped in both
When, as they sped decorously
hands. Excitement and rapid motion
the streets, she noticed the
through
had whipped a wildrose tint into her way Jimmie leaned toward her niece;
cheeks. Jimmie could not decide from bow his voice took on a tone confhis hurried glances whether her eyes idential, almost
caressing, as he spoke
were blue or gray; but he knew they to her; how Dorothy glanced up
were large and eloquently expressive.
stealing longer looks at
She leaned towards him. "There's the bronzed, wholesome face when he
another station, isn't there? Will we was busy with the car when she noreach It in time?"
ticed all these things, the dowager
"I don't know," returned Jimmie, nodded her crown of white hair, well
THIS AN AGE OF ADVERTISING
"whether we can make it or not"
pleased.
He pressed down his foot hard, for
For Mrs. Malnwaring was an inMen
Professional
there was an open space in the street corrigible matchmaker.
Becoming More
Liberal In Their Views A
there. A motorcycle policeman, chugTale From London.
ging toward them slowly, raised a
warning hand. Jimmie smiled, and SAYS GIRLS ARE TOO FORWARD
Almost any ordinary modern busipressed down again. The officer circled smartly and started In pursuit
Visiting Literary Frenchman Deplores ness would die before it was born If
it were forbidden to advertise. Yet
The limousine did nobly. It atthe Conditions Which He
there is a
"code of ethics"
tained a speed of which Jimmie did
Asserts Exist Today.
classes
among certain professional
not believe It capable. He kept the
horn going constantly.
critic and literary that forbids all special advertising
That
Horse-drawvehicles turned Into man In general, M. Rene Doumlc, and practically all advertising at
side streets, while other motors made member of the French academy, has all, except by an ordinary business
way, hastily. Pedestrians crossing the been going assiduously to the Paris card in the daily paper. The "regustreet sought the walk with surpris- theaters of late and Is becoming great- lars" in medicine are particularly
ly alarmed. His alarm Is of the young sensitive on this point, often both to
ing agility.
their detriment and to that ot their
It was the horn which nearly caused girl of today. He says:
patients, especially when
"She isn't what she used to be; she would-bJimmle's undoing. Another motorcycle
One
officer looked back over his shoulder doesn't mind mamma and papa; she the patients are strangers.
reason for this, of course, is the
when he heard It He saw the lung- does pretty well what she pleases.
"The type that stands out is that florid advertising so often done by
ing car, and behind It the
d
hand of his pursuing of the modern young girl. One recog- quack doctors of various kinds; but
nizes her immediately on account of the advertising of useless nostrums is
He stopped, dismounted,
colleague.
and threw his machine across the the freedom of her ways, her .con- hardly a good reason for not advertempt for conventions, the audacity tising things that are genuine, whethpavement
He had chosen his stand well. To of her remarks, and the lively court er medicines, physicians, or what not.
The Missouri Dental association is
the left were the car tracks, and a that she pays to young men. At a
line of approaching cars. To the right genuinely Parisian play, when we see reported as having taken action latewas the curb. The motorcycle, broadthe most recklessly dressed actress ly to permit its members hereafter to
side on, seemed to block the path ef- of all make her entrance on the stage advertise without losing professional
with the latest bit of slang on her caste, and the public generally, while
fectually.
Jimmle's foot almost gave over Its lips and proceed to scorch the boards, having no particular personal Interest
in the matter, is likely to approve the
pressure.. Then his eyes gleamed and we say to ourselves, without a shadow
action.
Advertising has become so
of hesitation:
his jaws snapped.
and so nearly universal that
popular
the
Here's
'"Ah!
,
Ingenue.'
on!"
he
commanded
"Hang
tersely.
"The more we move forward the most people are not likely to be In
The girl dropped the book In her
with the idea that the man
lap without question and gripped con- more the family crumbles. It tends sympathy
advertises, whatever be his busivenient projections. Jimmie sounded to become a nondescript, a thing for who
ness or
the horn insistently. The policeman which some day no word will be fessionalprofession, is on a lower prorefused to budge. He Btlll kept the found In our language. Those who does not. plain than the man who
govern us hasten this disintegration
commanding arm rigidly In the air.
This is eminently an advertising
Ten yards from the officer Jimmie with all their power. Therein lies
and whoever has a really good
swerved to the right The big car the danger. What will become of the age,
from a sermon down to a
rose for a moment on two wheels. young girl when that which we now thing,
need not fear to make it
Then It hit the curb drunkenly, call the family has disappeared? What toothpick,
known. A story is told of a man In
we
when
of
shall
have
kind
girl
young
walk
the
few
for a
feet and
spurned
is born an orphan?" London reading in an American padropped back into the roadway with every young girl
per of a particular kind of penholder
New
York
Times.'
a crashing of glass.
.
that he had long wanted. He immeThe rear hub brushed the motordiately wrote to the American merGame.
The
as
car
the
shot
tire
The
cycle
past
chant for several of them, but had to
use
no
a
Is
"There
you
check,
giving
second outraged motorcyclist Joined
wait for them several weeks, as the
overIs
bank
account
dear.
My
my
the first In pursuit
merchant had to get a new supply
There were other incidents, more drawn."
from the manufacturer. Wheu they
me
"Well, give It to
anyway, George,
or less exciting, of that mad dash.
came, at last, he found that
were
Jimmie never slackened speed, tor the And say, make It for $500. I want to made only three doors fromthey
his Lonwith
of
out
it
my
pull
shopping
were
bag
stooping motorcycle policemen
don lodgings.
as he said, "I did
my handkerchief at the bridge gam not know that, But,
skimming doggedly along behind.
so I bought them from
afternoon."
this
' But the limited, with no obstructhe man who advertised."
tions in the way, had gone even fast- YOUNQ AMERICA WANTED TO
KNOW.
er. As they swooped down toward
'
Profitable Advertising.
the junction the train moved slowly
The only advertising that is really
i
away.
profitable in the true sense of profit
The girl gave a despairing little
is that which creates a sentiment of
moan. "Oh, we've missed ltl" she
identification;
advertising which so
cried.
.
identifies your store with the goods
"Not yet," encouraged Jimmy.
you sell that when people think of
For in a flash of Inspiration he
that class of goods they think of your
felt that there was one more chance.
store, and of no other. Thomas E.
Ahead a few blocks the railroad
Dockrell.
tracks encroached on the street occudissome
ot
side
left
for
it
the
pying
A Name Necessary.
tance. There was no fence or other
Advertise and the world Is with you!
obstruction between the pavement
Don't, and you'll be alone.
For the world, today, will never pay
and the rails. They ran along paralA cent to thp Qrwit TTnknown.
on condition.
lel. And the . rear vestibule of the
Customer See here! I thought you
train was open.
said these things would grow In any
jimmle's foot went down gently.
climate.
The limousine 'drew ahead of the
Dealer They will. But If you
train and gained the point where the
want to grow them in this climate
railroad and street Joined. With a
you've got to have a hothouse for
thankful heart he noticed that the
limited had not . yet attained more
them, of course. Puck.
than a fair momentum. Carefully he
eased off. "
Her First Attempt
Aa the pilot of the engine crept up
Mr. Youngbride This coffee, my
beside him he shouted to the girl:
"Sty, pa!"
love, is er
"Tb last vestibule's open.-- . Dare ; "Well, what?"
Mrs. Youngbride I know it is not
you irtep from the car to the train?
"When ministers exchange pulpits very good, dear, :,ut rre boiled It
sea'd
m keep close."
them by freight or a
do they
over half an hour and the kernels
haven't aaaltad, om bit
him.

New Mexico.

Practicing before all the courts
at
Masonic - Hall
the Territory.
7.30.
H. H. DORMAX,
Santa Fe
New Mexice

SHOT" AD METHODS

two-we-

Watchr-f- or

USE "BIRD

.

Taos,

Regular communication first'Mondav
ot each month at

pooooooooooocl
DO NOT

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in all the Courts and
the Interior Department.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M

Advertising
n Talks n

"Now!" he shouted.
She rose composedly, tossed her
book Into the vestibule, caught the
brass handles of the car and stepped
across. It was almost absurdly easy,
for Jimmle's handling of the car was
masterly. In two seconds she was
safe aboard.
As the scandalized face of the porter appeared in the rear door of the
Pullman Jimmle's passenger smiled
on him radiantly.
She screamed above the roar of the
eks.
"We'll be back in
train:

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

Fraternal Societies

Santa Fe Camp

M. W. A.
fleets second Tuesday each month, so

13514,

WANTED a position as a chore
man, or other light employment by a
reliable man. Address, Frank Dorsay,
in care of St. Vincent's Hospital.

cial meeting tiird
Notice Phillip Hesch, Jr., requests
Tuesday at Elks any and all persons having accounts
Hall. Vlating neigh against his son, C. W. Hesch, to prebors welcome.
sent same to him at the planing mill.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
FOR RENT Six rooms over Water
and Light Company's office unfurnish
Santa Fe Camp No. ed, bath room, complete wired, price
$25 per month.
Apply at Water and
6673, R. N. A. meets
immefourth Tuesday of Light office. Possession given
diately.
soeach month;
cial meeting third
OPPORTUNITY is slmpry the apTuesday at Elks'
of energy to every day conHalt Visiting plication
ditions as they arise. We .pay blf
welcome
neighbors
'
teach
commissions, advance cash,
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle. salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
Conditions are favorable. Write for
FLORENCE RISING.
terms. Salem Nursery Company,
Recorder.

.

Salem, Oregon.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
V

Attorneys-at-La-

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrite
guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.

Practice in tie Distri t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court oi
The New Mexican Printing Comthe territory.
pany has prepared civil and criminal
New Mexico. dockets
Las Cruces,
especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especialC. W. Q. WARD
ly ruled, with printed headings, la
Territorial District Attorn y
either 8panish or English, made el
For San Miguel and Mora Counties good record paper, strongly and durNew Mexico. ably bound, with leather back and
Ias Vegas,
covers nd canvas sides, hall tail
index In front and the feea of Justice
E. C. ABBOTT
of the peace and constables printed
Attorncy-at-LaPractice In the District and rfu In full on the Srst page. The pages
inchea. These books are
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful are 10
made up in elvtf and criminal dockets,
attention given to all business.
New Mexico separate of 23 pages each, or with
Banta Fe.
both elvi and criminal bound in one
80 pasee civil and 320 page
book,
PRICHARD
W.
G.
criminal. To introduce them they are
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
at the following prices
Practice In all the District Couw offered
Civil or CrlmtnaJ
2.1
and gives special atMiOon to caset Combined Civil and Crn:lr.ri :. 4.0t
before the Territorial Supreme Courv.
For M cents a!iSional tor a single
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M
docket, or 65 cents additional tor
combination docket, they will be lent
HARRY D. MOULTON
by mail or prepaid express. Caafcota
order. BUM
full must accompany
or Spanish
whether
English
alanly
Attorney-at-Laprinted beading Is wanted.
Have you Humishe ftooms to Rentf
little campaign Want advertising
In the New Mexican win keep tne income from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns are
always looked up closely and It will
pay you well to use them. :.
'

Banta Fe, N.

M.

Formerly Special Agent G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas. p. Eaeiey.
v EASLEY

Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts ana before.
Land Department
Land grants and tltlee examined.
8anta Fe, N. If., branch Office tan'
da, K. JC.
.

4

A

Are You a 8elert An advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate ,
on the market effectively. It will put

the facts of your property before the
eyes of all possible buyers.

i.
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GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

MARKET j

" UNCLE SAM "

j

Hor-tenstei-n

Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell. ;
I

We Buy the Best K.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Ok
?

Meats.

C.

j

IK

Phone No. 4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

rW

i

Amethysts,

i
See the pictures tonight.
Peaches for Preserving. Bring your
Milk and Cream always on band baskets to Duval Orchard.
Two cents
T
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, per pound.
in his orchard and this, the king of
188.
Mrs. Pattie M. Turner, representing fruits, will be appreciated by those
who like baked apples and cream. The
X
Santa Fe, N .M., Sept., 18.
X Rosenwald Brothers, of Albuquerque,
large sized apples seem well adapted
afternoon.
leave
will
Thursday
X For New Mexico Tonight fair. X
Reset Cases In the' district court for such a dessert.
X Cooler in southeast portion, x
New and Interesting Program at the
McFle
X Tuesday fair.
X this forenoon, judge John R.
Elks' tonight.
reset a number of cases.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
General
Born To
and
Wedding Tonight At Springer, Col- Mrs. A. S. Adjutant a
Brookes,
daughter on
this
fax
Gladys
county,
evening,
Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
and Frederick Jay Geyer will Sunday morning, September 17. Both
at GOEBELS.
mother and daughter are doing well.
be married.
Convention Committee Meets ToTwo Cents per pound for peaches at
'
Peaches for canning at Duval OrDuval Orchard on Weber avenue.
night This evening at eight o'clock
chard, two cents per pound.
at
the
Fe
Santa
the
executive
Good
club,
a
the
Show
at
Elks'.
Always
Planing Mill Destroyed The plan, committee and the chairmen of 'the
ing mill of .S. B. Davis at French, Col- other committees will meet to discuss
fax county, was destroyed by flames. the arrangements for the Democratic
92.. ..Phone.. ..92
The loss is $2,500.
convention which meets at Santa Fa
'
.
.'
Marriage License A marriage li- on October 3.
., V
June
cense was issued to Miss Jennie
Ideal Days Saturday and yesterday
Grant, aged 34 of Grant, Oklahoma, as well as today were ideal late sumand William B.' Hoag, aged 37, of
mer days and fair weather is predicted for tomorrow
by the 'weather
Now Then Be Quick if you want an- bureau. Yesterday the maximum tembarSalmon's
other chance at Nathan
perature was 76 degrees and the minigain counter. The prices he has nam- mum last night was 46 degrees. The
ed in today's advertisement are going relative humidity at 6 o'clock last
to move the stock that is left and evening was 30 per cfnt.
then the full prices will be maintained, j Here is Where the "Late Bird" gets
Maroons Defeat Grays At Las Ve- the biggest worm. Nathan Salmon
gas yesterday, the Las Vegas Maroons will continue the great stock reducing
defeated the Albuquerque Grays by sale for ten days and he has. made ana score of 8 to 1, and the Maroons other slash at the . prices- - that will
now claim the New Mexico cham- move the goods. Look at the prices
MARKET pionship
HAYWARD
!
for 1911.
quoted in his advertisement today. At
Some Big Apples Druggist A. J. this rate there will be another rush
Fischer has some very large apples for the next few days. Come early to92.. .Phone ..92
morrow.
.;.
Two Cents Per Pound for peaches
Duval Orchard, on Weber avenue, near
Buena Vista, Heights. .
Forget Your Troubles and visit the
Crab
and
now.
Plums, Apples,
Apples
Elks' theater. Pictures always good.
Five Are Indicted The territorial
CUT FLOWERS ALL THE TIME.
grand jury brought in the following
indictments: Patrick Hogan, assault
At the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS .". . Phone 12
with a deadly weapon, on three
counts; Maurice Utt, assault with
deadly weapon; Charles W. Hesch and
Mabel F. Hesch, obtaining goods under false pretenses; Hilario Sandoval, assault with a deadly weapon.
A Successful
Orchardist Cowboy
Detective C. A. Siringo has a fine
ranch near Santa Fe and while he has
planted only one acre in fruit he has
so much of the luscious article that
he is feeding it to the chickens. The
detective brought, some of the peactees
and sugar pears to town today and-theof the first requisites of a modern home is an
were as luscious as any tasted
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
here.
the domestic health and to keep
Baptism at Presbyterian Church.

(iijoiissnn

Andrews "Cash" no. 4

Opals,

I

.

,
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Waltham Watche
we believe them to be the
U:st.
Our stock offers a wide assortment pf
r?co-.me-

r.d

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
in
GOLD AND SILVER

Pears

FILIGREE

Walth am Watches

tome in arid talk vmtrh with ns. It will
rut obdgoie buying and it may prolit you
much.
good

e

B

y!I explain

what

constitute

"It's Time

You Owned a Waltham."
Ve will show you the er.qui-ruel- y
thin model Walthams
of
tae Colonial Series and will
r.ame the Waltham movement
Lest suited
to your require?

S.

0

0:

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

rue Moaern Home

.E

QNE

DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer iu New and

Second-Han-

safe-gua-

3

the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
prime necessity.
Standard" plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.

O

d

C

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,
--i
--i

ra
w

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

T3

O

m

az

73

Highest'Cash Price Paid for
New and

OQ

Second-Han-

Goods.

Second-Han- d

70

m

2--

i

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

d

PHONE. 59 BLACK.

rd

Yesterday at the morning services in
the Presbyterian church, the three
months old son, Garland Worthering-to- n
of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. P. Clark, was
christened by the minister, Rev. B. Z.
McCullough. Mr. and Mrs. Clarke are
recently from Ballston, Va., and are
employed at the government Indian
school.

FOR SALE BY

(

.1

T.

'.

1911.

workmanship

-

8

go-

-

Elks' Break Ground Ground was CLOVIS COUNCIL REFUSES
TO BANISH RED LIGHT.
broken this morning for the new Elks'
Home on Lincoln avenue which will
be one of the most beautiful mission Bulgln Closes Sensational Revival
Demo- - $
Meetings in Wide-Ope- n
style buildings in the southwest.
cratic County Seat.
TWO BANK FAILURES
AFFECT STOCK MARKET.

Clovls, N. M., Sept. 18. One hundred and fifty of the leading church
President's
Speech Also people of Clovis, including fifty ministers' wives and wives of leading busiCaused Uneasiness and Securiness men, led by Evangelist Bulgin,
ties Drop.
went to the red light district of Clovls
(By Special 'Leased Wire to New Mexican) and pleaded with the fallen women to
New York, Sept. 18. Gains made by j change their ways of living and give
stock during the auvance on Saturday their hearts to God. None of the
were gradually lost in this morning's stained women seemed to be much
trading. Reading was almost the only touched by the pleading of their visactive stock which by noon had not itors. At the last meeting of the city
fallen to the low point of the previous council a petition was presented,
session.
The decline was attributed signed by 1,800 people to oust the red
in large part to uneasiness as to the
light district, but by a vote of three
nature of President Taft's speech in tc two the petition was laid on the
Detroit later in the day, which was table.
Feeling on the question is
expected to contain references to running high. Evangelist Bulgin in
Anti-Tru-

corporation.
The failure of a bank in Philadelphia, and one in Cincinnati, had unfavorable sentimental affect. Bonds
were, irregular.
The bank had a state charter and
did mostly a savings business. In a
statement given out by officials, they
claim that all depositors are fully protected and that there will be no loss.
A big crowd early gathered In front
of the bank, but there was no disorder.

referring to the contest for the Democratic nomination for district judge
between John T. M. McClure of
and George L. Reese of Portales,
said: "Through good authority I am
informed that Judge Reese has been
fighting the saloons for eight years
and that he has been a great factor
in ridding Portales, his home town, Of
the deadly liquor. Now you church
people find out how the saloons will
vote on all the candidates and vote
on the other side." The revival meetings closed yesterday.
Ros-we-

ll

Losses Made Up.
New York, Sept. 18. Trading bo
came almost motionless after prices DR. WILLIAM B. HOAG
'MISS JENNIE JUNE GRANT.
had Tallied about half a point from
their low level of the forenoon. An in?
quiry for stocks developed late, in the United in Marriage This Afternoon by
Rev. B. Z. McCullough of the
day and nearly all of the previous losses were made up.
Presbyterian Church.
'
Dr. William B. Hoag of Espanola
The market closed irregular. ' When
speculative sentiment had overcome who fs in the federal Indian servlc,
the early pessimism, the market made was married this afternoon at 3 o'clock .
good progress upward and before the at. the Presbyterian Manse, by Rev.
close, prices were ruling on a par with
McCullough, to Miss Jennie Juntt
last week's figures or above. ' Room Grant Of Richland, Washington, daugh
shorts bought to cover as the tendency ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Grant of San
became definitely upward and the Diego, California. The couple will go
bulls met with little opposition in to Yuma, Arizona, Mr. Hoag having
just received a promotion and transfer
marking up the list
Near the end scattered profit taking to that point.
B.-Z-

SWEET PEAS,

.

.

18,

caused some fractional" reactions. ,v
and would be a valuable New York,- Sept. 18. Copper, spot
guide to the tourist via automobile.
11.9512.05; lead dull 4.45(34.55; sil-Nathan Salmon wag pleased .with Iver 52
Mexican
prime paper 4
the results of his great stock reducing tiunars to; can money Bieauy i (g
sale but he was not satisfied. He
per cent; Amalgamated 56
still has a bunch of bargains that , he Sugar 116; Atchison 102
Great
will part with and he has decided to Northern, pfd., 124; New York Cen
run the great stock reducing sale for tral 102; Northern Pacific 1151-2- ;
ten more days. Now then get busy Reading 1151-2- ; Reading 140; Southand take your pick of what is left ern Pacific 108
Union Pacific
Price is no object, everything must 161
Steel 67
pfd. 114

--

DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.

avenue. '
Make Road Map Wilson W. Mills,
in making one of the trips between
here and Lag Vegas in the governor's
automobile, also made a splendid map
of the road which was drafted by
Henry Shaw of Las Vegas. A copy
of the map may be seen in Fischer's

Santa Fe Hardware & 'Supply Co.

SANTA FE, N. M.

'

,'

It is a neat piece of

window.

Peaches, two cents per pound. ;;: Inquire at "Duval- Orchard on Weber

zs

SEPTEMBER

MONDAY,

, JAMES C. McCONVERY,
.

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
Phone, Black 204.
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415 Palace Avenue.
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